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Abstract
This research extends the capabilities of Non-oscillatory Forward-in-Time (NFT)
solvers operating on unstructured meshes to allow for accurate simulation of incompressible turbulent flows. This is achieved by the development of Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) turbulent flow methodologies and the development of parallel option of the flow solver. The effective use of
LES and DES requires a development of a subgrid-scale model. Several subgrid-scale
models are implemented and studied, and their efficacy is assessed. The NFT solvers
employed in this work are based on the Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Transport Algorithm (MPDATA) that facilitates novel implicit Large Eddy
Simulation (ILES) approach to treating turbulence. The flexibility and robustness
of the new NFT MPDATA solver are studied and successfully validated using well
established benchmarks and concentrate on a flow past a sphere. The flow statistics
from the solutions are compared against the existing experimental and numerical
data and fully confirm the validity of the approach. The parallel implementation
of the flow solver is also documented and verified showing a substantial speedup
of computations. The proposed method lays foundations for further studies and
developments, especially for exploring the potential of MPDATA in the context of
ILES and associated treatments of boundary conditions at solid boundaries.
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Introduction

Fluid flows over an obstacle or a motion of an object through a fluid is a common occurrence in industrial applications especially when aerodynamics or hydrodynamics
are of interest. In nature, such flows are important in oceanography, civil engineering, meteorology or geodynamics. An evident application in engineering is the flow
over an airfoil, to predict the forces that act on the surface of airfoil and analyse the
flow mechanism in wake flow, in order to improve the design of aircrafts or turbomachinery. Another example is a flow over a car shape, for instance in Formula One
racing cars, or in aerodynamic design of commercial cars, lorries, buses, trains to
increase the fuel efficiency or the stability of vehicles. Other applications can involve
hydrodynamics of submarines, ships, or environmental studies investigating pollutant transportation and wind damage to forests. Further examples include urban
flows to study tall buildings’ structures or the impact of urban design on air quality.
In this thesis, flows over an obstacle will be investigated, furthermore, a sphere is
chosen as a representative geometry of the obstacles. The shape of a sphere can be
relatively easily described and the flow over such geometry involves common flow
phenomena occurring in engineering, such as laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition, wake flow transition and boundary layer separation when different regimes of
Reynolds numbers are selected.
Most viscous flows become turbulent when the Reynolds number increases.
This is accompanied by irregular changes in speed and pressure. The numerical
methodology for simulating turbulent flows has been widely investigated. One of
the most straightforward approaches is the direct numerical simulation (DNS). In
DNS, all the scales of turbulence are resolved by solving the governing Navier-Stokes
equations. While all information about the fluid can be captured in DNS, it is
computationally costly for practical problems, even for moderate Reynolds numbers
and prohibitively expensive for high Reynolds numbers. An alternative effective
tool for modelling viscous flows is the solution of the Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes equations (RANS) together with a turbulence model. Instead of resolving
the full spectrum of turbulent scales, RANS provides the time-averaged information
of the flow properties. RANS models are computationally more efficient than DNS,
1
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and provide useful predictions for many engineering applications. Therefore, RANS
models are highly developed and widely used in industry.
The recent advance in computational power allowed solution procedures that
are much less dependent on modelling to be considered. Such procedures include
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) which is one of most successful approaches of the
last few decades for predicting the behaviour of turbulent fluids. A different behaviour of turbulent eddies as they decrease in size laid the foundations for LES.
In general, the small eddies are nearly isotropic and have a universal behaviour. In
contrast, the large-scale eddies are highly dependent on both the geometry of the
flow and anisotropy. In order to separate different scales of eddies, a spatial filter is
applied to the flow field. Subsequently, eddies whose sizes are larger than the filter
size are resolved while the smaller eddies are modelled using the so-called sub-grid
scale model. The aim of this research is to implement the non-linear LES models
for unstructured meshes and to compare the simulation results against the existing
experimental and numerical data. However, as demonstrated by Ghosal (1996) [39],
the numerical errors in LES cannot be neglected in comparison with the subgridscale term, even in computations using high-order schemes and fine meshes. In LES,
the SGS stress model is written in an explicit form. An alternative for high Reynolds
numbers is to use Implicit Large Eddy Simulations (ILES) where an implicit SGS
model is incorporated in the numerical scheme. Only some high-resolution schemes
are suitable for ILES. The Positive Definite Advection Transport Algorithm (MPDATA) is one of them. Studies have revealed that by using MPDATA, the numerical
dissipation can be used implicitly as a subgrid-scale model [43, 84]. This type of
simulation is regarded as implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES). As MPDATA is
capable of serving as an advection approximation algorithm for implicit LES model
at High Reynolds numbers, it has been extended to monotonically integrated large
eddy simulations (MILES) [35, 145].
In our work, a non-oscillatory forward-in-time (NFT) integration method is implemented as a framework to solve the governing equations. The NFT scheme was
first introduced in the 1990’s for structured meshes. It labels a class of second-order
accurate two-time-level schemes. One of the key elements in the NFT framework
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is the choice of the non-oscillatory advection scheme, specifically, MPDATA in the
present study. The MPDATA was first introduced in the early 80’s as an efficient
numerical approach that preserves the sign of the positive definite scalars for solving the advection equation for the atmospheric fluid on the Cartesian mesh. The
MPDATA was then extended to a fully second-order scheme that solves the system
of equations, which contains forcing and source terms and is formulated in an arbitrary coordinate system [110, 116]. The scheme has evolved to a family of solvers
for different simulation purposes [117] and developed into a numerical model, i.e.
the Eulerian/semi-Lagrangian fluid solver (EULAG) for the simulation of a broad
range of scales and various applications [94, 112]. The NFT scheme was further
developed for the finite volume approximation, with an implementation using an
edge-based data structure to provide a more flexible and numerically efficient option for flow applications [118, 126]. This development enables the scheme to operate on unstructured meshes necessary to provide the capability for predicting flows
involving complex geometries. MPDATA consists of a sequence of the first-order
upwind iterations, where the leading truncation errors of the preceding iterations
are compensated by using the same up-wind iteration but with a pseudo-velocity.
The pseudo velocity is constructed from the leading truncation (dissipative) error of
the preceding step [125]. The resulting algorithm is second-order accurate, conservative, fully multidimensional and computationally efficient [125]. An early review
of MPDATA is provided by Smolarkiewicz in [111], but the scheme still evolves e.g.
[47, 113], to suit new applications.
The NFT MPDATA scheme, with multiple options, has been successful in predicting stratified flows [63, 115, 120, 126] and has been applied to weather forecasting
and atmospheric research. The scheme has already been extended to incompressible laminar flows operating on unstructured meshes [146]. Manickam [72] applied
an NFT solver in several engineering flows, for both two and three-dimensional
cases. In two-dimensions, the lid-driven cavity flow on a Cartesian mesh with various
Reynolds numbers is investigated in [72]. Manickam also studied the incompressible viscous flow over a circular cylinder at a range of moderate Reynolds numbers,
at which the flow remains laminar. For the flow past a cylinder he used hybrid
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meshes. In addition, a flow over a cylinder at Re=10000 was simulated by solving
the RANS-type governing equations with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.
In three-dimensions, Manickam studied the incompressible flow over a sphere at low
Reynolds number.
This work aims to extend the previous NFT MPDATA solver to incompressible wall-bounded turbulent flows, using LES operating on three-dimensional unstructured meshes. In this study, the low-speed flows for applications where the
variation of flow density with the changes of pressure are negligible, i.e. the flow
can be assumed to be incompressible, are selected as the experimental environment.
For example, some compressible flows can be approximated by incompressible flows
when the Mach number is lower than 0.3.
In this study, two different turbulence treatments, the LES and DES are selected. For the LES model, the Smagorinsky model is one of the earliest and widely
used approach to approximate the behaviour of turbulent flow. However, it is commonly pointed out that this model has a poor prediction near the solid boundary.
Improvements of the standard Smagorinsky model, include for example, the dynamic
Smagorinsky mode and the Wall Modeled Large Eddy Simulation (WMLES). In this
work, one of these approaches, the Sigma model, is used in turbulent flow test cases.
The advantage of the Sigma model is that it provides a correct near wall behaviour
hence no extra wall treatment is needed in the vicinity of solid walls. The sigma
model is algebraic and only depends on a local velocity gradient, therefore it is
relatively easy to implement. Another approach used for wall bounded turbulent
flow in this study is the DES approach. Different from the LES strategy, the DES
approach is a hybrid model which actives RANS model near the solid boundary and
the LES model in the rest of the domain. Hence, the DES can provide a computationally effective and relatively reliable prediction near a solid boundary and capable
to capture large-scale behaviours in the core region of a flow.
In general, LES requires meshes with lower resolution than DNS making its
computational cost more attractive. However, using LES to provide an accurate prediction for flows which contain a solid boundary and complex flow features is still
time-consuming. Modern computer architectures have a parallel processor struc-
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ture, with multicores enabling the capability of multithreading and task parallelism.
A large problem can be divided into several sub-problems. The sub-problems can
be either assigned to the distributed memory and/or shared memory hardware and
transfer essential information locally, or through the network, and be computed
simultaneously. Such strategies are often referred to as parallel computing. LES
coupled with parallel programming techniques using multi-threads and/or multicore machines has become a popular solution for simulations of large size problems
in the last decade. However, the implementation of the parallel solver needs a sophisticated design. In this study, an implementation of a parallel version of the
NFT MPDATA flow solver, using a distributed memory configuration, based on the
original sequential solver is presented. The details of the parallelism paradigm and
data exchange processes are discussed. The performance of the parallel solver is
measured in terms of speedup ratio, and other efficiency measures.

This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the governing equations for
incompressible flows, the formulation of LES-type approximation for turbulent flows
and the formulations of selected subgrid-scale models are presented and discussed.
In Chapter 3, the numerical methodology and the implementation of the sub-grid
scale models for the numerical scheme are documented. In Chapter 4, the effect of
the viscous wall is discussed. The implementation of the existing wall treatments and
recommendation of the potential strategies that are suitable for the present scheme
for simulating the boundary layer are documented. In Chapter 5, the NFT MPDATA
scheme is validated using test cases of incompressible viscous flow over a sphere at
various moderate Reynolds numbers using three-dimensional hybrid meshes. The
results are discussed and compared with those in the literature. In Chapter 6,
the incompressible viscous flow over a sphere at Re=5000 is studied using the NFT
MPDATA scheme, with three different sub-grid scale models operating on two hybrid
meshes using different spatial resolution in the boundary layer region. The results
obtained from two meshes are compared with each other and with those in the
literature. In Chapter 7, the details of an implementation of the parallel version
of the NFT MPDATA solver are documented. The performance of the resulting
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parallel solver is measured. The concluding remarks are included in Chapter 8.

6

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2
2.1

Governing equations
Incompressible flows

The majority of viscous fluids in nature and engineering can be described by different forms of Navier-Stokes equations which usually consist of the conservation
laws of mass, momentum and energy. This work focuses on low speed, isothermal,
homogeneous, incompressible fluid flows past a sphere which are representative of
most flow phenomena present in engineering flows past obstacles. The governing
equations for such fluids can be expressed by a simplified form of the Navier-Stokes
equations that can be written in the Cartesian coordinate system as

Conservation of momentum :
1 ∂p
∂
∂ui ∂uj
∂ui ∂ui uj
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)],
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

(1)

and conservation of mass:
∂uj
= 0,
∂xj

(2)

where xi are the coordinates and ui are the velocity components in the three Cartesian system directions (i = 1, 2, 3), t denotes the physical time, p is the pressure, ν
denotes the kinematic viscosity and ρ is the density.

In equation (1), the spatial derivatives on the left-hand side represent the change of
moment due to advection. The first term on the right hand side represents forcing
due to a pressure gradient and the remaining terms describe the diffusion due to
viscosity. Thereafter, we assume ρ equal to constant and for incompressible flow, it
has been chosen to be ρ = 1. Note that the dynamic viscosity is defined as µ = νρ,
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hence, µ = ν by using the assumption of ρ = 1.

To unify the governing equations across scales, it is convenient to rewrite the NavierStokes equations in a dimensionless form using reference scales characteristic to
problems at hand.
The equations can be non-dimensionalised using the following scales:
• L∞ characteristic length
• U∞ characteristic velocity
• p0 − p∞ reference pressure difference,
where p∞ is the ambient pressure. Following the notation of equations (1) and (2),
the corresponding non-dimensional quantities can be written as
0

x =

x
L∞

0

u =

u
U∞

0

t =

t
L∞ /U∞

0

p =

p − p∞
,
p0 − p∞

(3)

Substituting the non-dimensional quantities to governing equations (1) and (2)
gives
0

0

0

0

0

0

2
∂u
∂u
U 2 ∂u u
p0 − p∞ ∂p
U∞
∂
∂u
U∞
· 0i + ∞ · i 0 j = −
· 0 + 2 · [ 0 ν( 0i + j0 )].
L∞ ∂t
L∞ ∂xj
ρL∞
∂xi L∞ ∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

(4)

As the dimension of each terms in the above equation (4) is m/s2 , we can multiply
both sides of the equation by
0

0

0

L∞
2 ,
U∞

which yields
0

0

0

∂ui ∂ui uj
p0 − p∞ ∂p
ν
∂ ∂ui ∂uj
=−
·
+
·
[
0
0
0 (
0 +
0 )].
0 +
2
∂t
∂xj
ρU∞
∂xi L∞ · U∞ ∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

(5)

Without loss of generality, the reference scales can set to be L∞ = 1, U∞ = 1 and
p0 − p∞ = 1. For simplicity, hereafter, notation ’

0

’ will be dropped from all the

expressions. Finally, the non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations (1) for isothermal
incompressible flows can be normalized as
Normalized form of conservation of momentum :
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∂ui ∂ui uj
∂p
1 ∂ ∂ui ∂uj
+
=−
+
[
(
+
)],
∂t
∂xj
∂xi Re ∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

(6)

Normalized form of conservation of mass:
∂ui
= 0,
∂xi
where Re is the Reynolds numbers which is defined as Re =

2.2

(7)
U∞ L∞
.
ν

Formulation of the large eddy simulation approach

Solutions of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are commonly used to
predict the behavior of turbulent flows because of their relatively low computational
cost and ability to achieve a reasonable accuracy for many practical applications.
However, there are some drawbacks to using RANS. It is reported in the literature,
e.g. [30, 105], that RANS models encounter difficulties in correctly computing a
boundary layer separation for complex geometries, as they are based on the average
quantities of flow. Moreover, some of the parameters of turbulent models for RANS
have to be predefined. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is one of the alternatives able
to overcome these disadvantages. In contrast with solving the time-averaged NavierStokes equations like RANS, LES applies a filter operation spatially to distinguish
‘large eddies’ from ‘small eddies’ in the flow field. In LES, eddies whose size is
bigger than a defined filter size will be resolved, while the others will be modelled
by a specific subgrid-scale (SGS) model [139]. The motivation of separating the
eddies spatially is that it is computationally expensive to capture the motion of all
small eddies in the flow field. Additionally, the behavior of eddies of the different
sizes is different. In general, the small eddies are highly affected by kinematic
viscosity and nearly isotropic, while the large-scale eddies dominate the majority of
momentum transport and greatly depend on the geometry and anisotropy of the flow
[93]. Consequently, it is more efficient to use LES to directly resolve the motion of
large-scale eddies and to apply SGS model to model the mechanism of small eddies.
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2.2.1

Filtering operation

For flow property φ at position x0 , the filtering operator is defined as
ˆ
φ(x, t)G(x0 , x, 4)dω,

φ̃(x0 , t) =

(8)

ω

where φ̃(x, t) is the flow property at position x and time t after filtering, ω is the
computational domain, G is the filter kernel, 4 is the cutoff width of spatial filter.
The cut-off width is set to be the same order as the grid width [139]. The box filter
proposed by Deardorff (1970) [28] is chosen as the filtering function in this thesis,
and is defined as



1/4,

|x − x0 | ≤ 4/2

G(x0 , x, 4) = 

0,

(9)

|x − x0 | ≥ 4.

Here, the cutoff length 4 is calculated using the most common way for finite volume method, where the 4 depends on the local grid resolution [50, 139, 142]. For
three-dimensional unstructured meshes,

4=

q
3

Vp ,

(10)

where Vp is the volume of the point of interest.

We define the flow property φ as the sum of resolved and unresolved parts:
0

φ = φ̃ + φ .

(11)

After applying the filter operator to the conservation of momentum and mass equations (1) and (2), the filtered Navier-Stokes equations can be written as
1 ∂ p̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
∂ ũi ∂ ug
i uj
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)],
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

(12)

∂ u˜j
= 0.
∂xj

(13)
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The second term on the left hand side of equation (12) cannot be calculated directly,
therefore, it has to be decomposed into the resolved and unresolved parts ũi and
0

ui . Following the decomposition method of Leonard [67], the derivation in [101] and
[139] and applying decomposition (11), the non-linear term can be expressed as
0

0

0

0

g
g
ug
˜j + ug
˜j + ug
˜j
i uj = ũi u
iu
i uj + ui u
0

0

0

0

= ũi u˜j + (ũg
˜j − ũi u˜j ) + (ug
˜j + ug
˜j ) + ug
iu
iu
iu
i uj
= ũi u˜j + Lij + Cij + Rij ,

(14)

where Lij is the Leonard term which describes the interaction between large-scale
eddies. Cij reflects the momentum transport between the large scales and the small
scales. Rij is the Reynolds stress which represents the interaction among small
scales. Lij is a product of double filter quantities so it can be directly computed
by applying a double filter to the computational domain. Cij and Rij contain unresolved part of flow properties therefore they have to be modelled. Shaanan et al.
[64] showed that the Leonard stress is of the same order as the truncation error if
a second-order finite difference scheme is used. Furthermore, Meinke and Krause
(in Peyret and Krause [87]) concluded that Rij , Lij and Cij can be treated as a
whole stress when a finite volume method is applied. Hence, these three stresses are
usually treated as a whole SGS stress tensor.

Defining the SGS stress tensor as
τijS = ug
˜j .
i uj − ũi u

(15)

The SGS stress can be splitted into deviatoric part and the isotropic parts as
1 S
1 S
τijS = τijS − τkk
δij + τkk
δij
3
3
1 S
= τijs + τkk
δij .
3

(16)
(17)

Combining the isotropic part of the SGS stress tensor with the filtered pressure to
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become the modified filtered pressure as
P̃ =

p̃ 1 S
+ τ .
ρ 3 kk

(18)

Equation (12) can be rewritten as

∂ ũi ∂ ũi u˜j
1 ∂ P̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
∂ ug
∂ ũi u˜j
i uj
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] − (
−
)
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂τ s
1 ∂ P̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] − ij ,
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(19)

where τijs is modelled by an SGS model. For clarity, hereafter, the modified filtered
pressure P̃ will be denoted as p̃.

2.3

Subgrid-scale models

2.3.1

Smagorinsky model

Boussinesq (1877) [13] pointed out that for a simple flow, the momentum interaction
between small eddies can be represented by the mean strain rate tensor. Based on
this idea, Smagorinsky (1963) [108] was the first to introduce the popular Smagorinsky model which approximated the SGS stress tensor as proportional to the filtered
rate of strain of the resolved flow for homogeneous turbulence. That is
τijs = −2νsgs S̃ij ,
1
S̃ij =
2

∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
+
∂xj
∂xi

(20)
!

,

(21)

where νsgs is the Smagorinsky SGS viscosity, δij is the Kronecker delta. S̃ij is the
rate of strain of the resolved flow.
Using the SGS stress above, the momentum equation (1) can be written as
∂ ũi ∂ ũi u˜j
1 ∂ p̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] + [
νsgs (
+
)]
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(22)
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and the SGS viscosity νsgs is defined according to
νsgs = (Csgs 4)

2

q

2S˜ij S˜ij ,

(23)

where Csgs is the Smagorinsky constant which is predefined for the specific fluid
and universally applied to the whole computational domain. The value of Csgs
varies from cases to cases depending on the Reynolds number and the geometry
of a flow. Lilly [69] suggested that Csgs = 0.23 based on his analysis of turbulent
energy spectrum. Kwak et al. [64] obtained Cs = 0.206 by using a comparison of
the numerical results of decay of incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence
to the previous experimental results. Pope [93] suggested Csgs = 0.13 − 0.16 based
on derivations using different analytical methods. A smaller value of 0.1 − 0.12 is
presented by Sagaut [101] following his analysis of experimental data. In this thesis,
Csgs is set to be 0.1 based on comparisons of similar flow configurations from the
literature [123, 144].
2.3.2

Dynamic Smagorinsky model

Aiming to remedy the error produced by the universal Smagorinsky constant, Germano et al. [38] proposed a dynamic process to determine the Smagorinsky constant
locally. This process is accomplished by constructing the residual stress tensors from
two different filter scales to the resolved turbulent stress. Consequently, two filter
operators with different scales are needed in this model. The first filter is usually
defined as the grid filter which is determined by the computational grid. On the
other hand, the second filter, namely test filter, is defined explicitly and assumed to
be larger than the grid filter. A brief derivation of the dynamic Smagorinsky model
following [38] is presented in this section.
For any flow property φ at position x0 , the test filtering operator can be defined as
ˆ
b
φ(x, t)G(x
0 , x, 4)dx,

φ̂(x, t) =

(24)

ω

while the grid filter is already defined by equation (8).
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Let φ̃ˆ be the variable which is filtered by the grid filter and the test filter in
sequence. Applying the grid filter and the test filter to the momentum equation (2)
and following the derivation similar to (12-19) gives:
"

1 ∂ p̃ˆ
∂
∂ ũˆi ∂ uˆ˜j
∂Tij
∂ ũˆi ∂ ũˆi uˆ˜j
+
=−
+
ν(
+
) −
,
∂t
∂xi
ρ ∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
#

"

#

(25)

where the SGS stress Tij becomes the residual subfilter-scale (SFS) stress
ˆˆ
g
Tij = ud
i uj − ūi ūj .

(26)

Defining the resolved turbulent stress as
d
ˆˆ
g
Lij = ūd
¯j − ūˆi ūˆj = ūd
¯j − ud
iu
iu
i uj + ug
i uj − ūi ūj

(27)

provides the Leonard stress Lij which represents the interaction of different scales
between the grid filter and the test filter.
Substracting equation (27) from equations (15) and (26) gives the Germano identity:
Lij = Tij − τ̂ij ,

(28)

where τ̂ij is the SGS stress tensor filtered by the test filter. This identity relates the
explicit turbulent stress tensor to two unresolved turbulent stress tensors. This explicit turbulence stress can provide the additional information from different length
scales to adjust the model coefficients locally [75]. Approximating these two unresolved stress tensors on the right hand side by Smagorinsky model results in
1
τij = −2µsgs S̃ij + τii δij ,
3

(29)

1
Tij = −2µsgs Ŝij + Tii δij .
3

(30)

Substituting of (29) (30) and (23) into (27) gives the expression of the resolved
Turbulent stresses
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1
Lij = −2Csgs Mij + δij Lii
3

(31)

ˆ 2 |S̃ˆ |S − 4̃2 |S̃
\
where Mij = 4̃
ij |Sij . As the expression above is over-determined
ij ij
for a single parameter Csgs , Lilly [70] proposed a least squares approach to correct
the error. Let Q be the error of resolved turbulent stresses expression (31), that is
1
Q = (Lij + 2Csgs Mij − δij Lii )2 .
3
Setting

∂Q
∂Csgs

(32)

= 0 results in
1
Csgs = − (Lij Mij /Mij2 ),
2

(33)

which is the dynamic Smagorinsky constant.
2.3.3

Sigma model

Apart from the DES model, the Sigma model proposed by Nicoud et al. [82] introduces another approach to compensate for the incorrect behavior of the Smagorinsky
model near the boundary using the singular value of velocity gradient tensor. In
[82], the author derived the model under the constraints of four desired properties:
1: the SGS model should be positively defined and based on the local velocity
gradient,
2: the eddy viscosity should have a cubic decay behavior and vanish at the solid
wall,
3: the SGS model should vanish for any two-dimensional flows,
4: the SGS model should vanish for axisymmetric or isotropic expansions.
For the first constraint, Piomelli et at. (1991) [89] investigated the backscatter using
DNS for a channel flow at Reynolds numbers 3300 and 7900. They found that the
backscatter occurred in half of the points in the computational domain. In addition,
the total contribution of the backscatter is comparable with the forward scatter.
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For the near wall region, the backscatter and the forward energy transfer are both
significant. However, as mentioned by Nicoud et al. [82], the negative SGS viscosity
will lead to the numerical instability. Indeed, it is confirmed in the literature that
the existence of negative backscatter will result in numerical instability [40, 49].
Hence, it is suggested that SGS model should be positive definite in [82]. For the
second constraint, Pope [93] proposed that an SGS model should have a decay of
turbulent viscosity with the order of y 3 near the boundary region, where y is the
distance to the wall. With regard to constraint 3 and 4, it is reported in [82] that the
two-dimensional or axisymmetric turbulence would not be maintained in sufficiently
long runs. Hence, the two-dimensional or axisymmetric turbulence is neglected in
this model. In this section, the Sigma model is documented following Nicoud et al.
[82].
Defining the velocity gradient tensor Lij for a three-dimensional case as
Lij =

∂ui
,
∂xj

(34)

where xi are the coordinates and ui is the velocity component in the three Cartesian
system direction (i = 1, 2, 3).
The singular value of Lij is defined as the square root of the eigenvalue of
LTij Lij . Denoting the three eigenvalues of LTij Lij as λ1 , λ2 , λ3 with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 .
The singular values of Lij can be defined as
s1 =

q

(35)

s2 =

q

(36)

s3 =

q

(37)

λ1 ,
λ2 ,
λ3 .

Finally, the SGS turbulent viscosity can be defined based on the singular values as
!

νt = νσ = lσ

s3 (s1 − s2 )(s2 − s3 )
,
s21

(38)

where lσ is the model length scale which is defined as lσ = (Cσ 4)2 and 4 is the
cutoff length. The model constant Cσ is assumed to be a constant for the whole
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computational domain. Nicoud et al. [82] recommend Cσ = 1.35 by comparing the
average SGS dissipation with different models and test cases. Rieth et al. (2013)
[98] applied the standard Smagorinsky model and dynamic Smagorinsky model to
channel flow and turbulent opposed jet (TOJ). The dynamic process from the dynamic Smagorinsky model is also applied to the model constant in Sigma model,
producing the dynamic Sigma model. The results from the dynamic and static
Sigma models are studied and compared in [98]. DNS results are used as a reference. In the channel flow, the Sigma model shows an advantage in predicting flow
behavior near the solid boundary while the dynamic Smagorinsky model performs
better in the core region of the flow. The authors found that the flow statistics
obtained from the standard Smagorinsky model are very sensitive to different use
of Smagorinsky constants while the results from the standard Sigma model show
that the results are insensitive to different choices of Cσ . For the TOJ case, they
found that the Sigma model predicts a better velocity profile compared to the DNS
result when using Cσ = 3.0. The use of the dynamic process with Sigma model
does not show a significant improvement in the results. Overall, they found that the
Sigma model performed well in both cases. The computational cost of the Sigma
model is overall lower when compared with the dynamic Smagorinsky model. Toda
et al. [96] demonstrated the results of the Sigma model and Dynamic Smargorinsky
model for the pulsatile impinging jet in turbulent cross-flow. According to [96], the
Sigma model shows an advantage over the Dynamic model near the wall region.
The authors summarize that the reasons why the dynamic model has worse performance are: 1. The backscatter of the dynamic model is clipped for the numerical
stability purpose. 2. In this application, there is no homogeneous direction in the
flow field. Hence, the dynamic Smagorinsky constant cannot be averaged over the
homogeneous direction. 3. The dynamic process of the model highly depends on
the local resolution of the mesh.

Overall, there are several advantages of the Sigma model. Firstly, there is
no need to provide any averaging process for the model constant. Hence the Sigma
model is more general for many flow applications, especially for the flows that do not
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have any homogeneous direction. Secondly, the model provides a correct near wall
behavior for the turbulent viscosity, therefore no damping process is needed near
the solid boundary. Thirdly, the model is not based on Germano’s dynamic process
so there is no need to apply an explicit second filter. Finally, it is easy to implement
as it is an algebraic model which only depends on a local velocity gradient.

2.4

Implicit large eddy simulation

The ILES is a turbulent treatment that uses ’no model’ instead of modelling the
residual turbulent stress explicitly. In other words, the ILES assumes that by using
a suitably high-resolution scheme, the role of the explicit turbulence SGS model can
be replaced by the truncation terms produced by the numerical method [43, 135].
The similarity between the SGS stress and the truncation error can be illustrated
by the method of modified equation analysis (MEA) and equations of finite scale
(EFS). MEA provides a way to study the accuracy and the stability of a numerical
approximation for the underlying governing PDEs. The modified equation is derived
by applying the Taylor series expansion for each term of the desired PDE according
to a specific numerical scheme. Then the truncation error term can be approximated
explicitly to improve the scheme, or to provide a useful justification for the scheme.
On the other hand, the EFS approach provides a way of looking at the accuracy of
the finite volume approximation for the system of PDEs. It describes the governing
PDEs in their discrete form. From the EFS point of view, any scales smaller than
computational grid are neglected and mathematically unresolved. However the EFS
can provide a useful analytical approximation for the mathematical expression of
the subgrid-scale. The concept of this approach is similar to the LES derivation.
However, every term in the filtered Navier-Stokes equations will be expanded using
Tayler series expansion, leading to an expression of the SGS term constructed by
the higher order terms of Tayler series [73].
The derivation of the EFS for the finite volume method can begin with assuming a volume-averaged filter defined in equation (8). Under an assumption that the
∂ φ̃
derivative commutes with the filtering ( ∂x
=
i

f
∂
φ
)
∂xi

and using a similar derivation as

for equation (22) leads to the EFS form of the governing equations. The EFS of the
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governing PDEs take the following form
∂τijR
∂ p̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
∂ ũi ∂ ũi u˜j
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] −
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(39)

where τ R is the remaining SGS stress tensor, resulting from the finite volume discretization. In general, the stress tensor τ R depends on the width of the grid. The
EFS approach can be regarded as a special form of the filtered Navier-Stokes equations as it uses a grid filter. In other words, it is equivalent to solving equation (39)
for LES simulation while using a grid filter.

Applying the MEA to the filtered Navier-Stokes equations and following a
similar derivation as in [93], leads to
∂τ R ∂Tij
∂ p̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
∂ ũi ∂ ũi u˜j
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] − ij −
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj

(40)

where T is the truncation error of the numerical scheme, expressed as a residual
stress tensor. This residual stress depends on the local grid width and the numerical
scheme used. The form of equation (40) is similar to equation (39) except for the
term

∂T
∂xj

on the right-hand side of the equation (40). In general, a LES simulation

aims to reduce T , such that T is small compared to τ R in equation (40). However,
Boris et al. [12] proposed that T can be used as an implicit SGS stress when using an
appropriate numerical scheme and therefore it is not necessary to apply any explicit
turbulent model for τ R . The feasibility of this approach can be proven by analyzing
the similarity between τ R and T . As T is produced by the numerical scheme, the
choice of a suitable numerical scheme is a key element of a successful ILES. One of
the numerical approaches that can provide the implicit SGS model is the MPDATA
scheme.
Grinstein et al. [43] applied the EFS analysis on the governing PDEs and
obtained the analytic expression of the residual stresses while the truncation error
of the numerical approximation of the governing PDEs applying MPDATA scheme
is formulated using MEA. In [43], these residual stresses and truncation error are
substituted into the energy dissipation equations. By comparing these two different
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forms of the energy dissipation equations, Grinstein et al. [43] revealed that the
truncation error of the MPDATA can be regarded as a mix LES model which is a
combination of the Clark model [22] and the Smagorinsky model [108]. Hence, the
MPDATA scheme has a capability to provide an SGS-type LES model implicitly for
high Reynolds number flows [74]. A series of successful applications of ILES using
MPDATA scheme can be found in [121, 127].

2.5

Detached eddy simulation

One of the well-known drawbacks of the Smagorinsky model reported by previous
studies is that the predicted turbulence stress does not vanish on the solid boundary. Hence, a special treatment has to be introduced to account for the effect of
the boundary layer. Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) was originally proposed by
Spalart et al. [124] in 1997 as a hybrid method to address this problem. This model
has been widely used in industry for the last decade and becomes one of the most
successful approaches for predictions of complex flow applications [20, 34, 36].
In DES, the turbulent stress in the near wall region is modelled by a RANS
model while the rest of computational domain which has higher turbulent intensity
is predicted by a LES model. In this thesis, the combination of Spalart-Allmaras
one equation model and standard Smagorinsky model is selected as the RANS and
the LES model respectively. For completeness, the formulation of RANS equations
and the Spalart-Allmaras model together with the basic equation of DES will be
presented in the following section.
2.5.1

Formulation of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations

In this section, the basic idea of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations will be briefly introduced. First, the time-averaged decomposition for a flow
properties is defined as
0

φ = φ̄ + φ ,

(41)

0

where φ̄ is the time-averaged part and φ is the fluctuation part of φ.
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Applying a similar derivation to that in [139] to equations (1)-(2), the incompressible
isothermal RANS equations are given by
∂τ RS
1 ∂ p̄
∂
∂ ūi ∂ u¯j
∂ ūi ∂ ūi u¯j
+
=−
+[
ν(
+
)] + ij ,
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(42)

∂ ūi
= 0,
∂xi

(43)

0

0

where τijRS = −uij uij is the Reynolds stress representing the momentum transport due to turbulent behaviour which have to be modelled.
Boussinesq (1877) [13] postulated that the Reynolds stress is proportional to the
mean rate of deformation
2
0 0
τijRS = −ui uj = −2νt S¯ij − kδij
3

(44)

with
!

1 ∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
S̄ij =
+
2 ∂xj
∂xi
1 0
k = (ui2 ), with i = 1, 2, 3,
2

(45)
(46)

where νt is the eddy viscosity, k is the turbulent kinetic energy and Sij is the mean
rate of deformation. δij is the Kronecker delta (δ = 1 when i = j and δ = 0 when
i 6= j). After applying the Boussinesq assumption, the only undefined variable in
equation (42) is the eddy viscosity.
The eddy viscosity can be predicted using the variable from time history according
to the transport equation [51] as
∂νt
∂νt
+ uj
= Diffusion + Production − Destruction.
∂t
∂xj

(47)

Thus, the diffusion, production and destruction terms on the right-hand side of (47)
have to be specified in order to close the Reynolds-averaged governing equations.
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2.5.2

Spalart-Allmaras model

Spalart et al. [124] proposed a transport equation which defined unknown terms of
equation (47) to calculate the eddy viscosity. In this model, the eddy viscosity is
predicted according to
νt = ν ∗ fv1 ,

(48)

with
fv1 =

χ3
,
χ3 + c3v1

χ=

ν∗
,
ν

where ν ∗ is the working eddy viscosity and cv1 = 7.1. fv1 becomes a unit when
evaluated in highly turbulent region and tend to be zero at wall. This wall-damping
capability enables the model to be used in flows that are strongly affected by the
behaviour of boundary layer.
The working eddy viscosity is computed using the transport equation


∂ν ∗
∂ν ∗
∂
1
∂ν ∗
∂ν ∗
+ uj
= 
(ν + ν ∗ )
+ cb2
∂t
∂xj
σ ∂xi
∂xi
∂xj

!2 
 + cb1 S̃ν ∗ − cw1 fw

 ∗ 2
ν

d

, (49)

where
ν∗
fv2 ,
κ2 d2
χ
,
=1−
1 + χfv1

S̃ = S +
fv2

(50)
(51)

S = (2Ωij Ωij )1/2 .
The rotational tensor is denoted as Ωij =

1
2



(52)
∂ui
∂xj

−

∂uj
∂xi



, d represents the dis-

tance to the closest wall and the destruction term on the right hand side of equation
(49) is:

1 + c6
fw = g 6 w3
g + c6w3

!1/6

with g = r + cw2 (r6 − r) and r =

ν∗
.
S̃κ2 d2
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The values of the model coefficients are defined as cb1 = 0.1355, σ = 2/3,
cb2 = 0.622, κ = 0.41, cw1 = cb1 /κ2 + (1 + cb2 )/σ, cw2 = 0.3 and cw3 = 2.0.
The terms on the left-hand side of equation (49) represent the transport of eddy
viscosity due to advection. The terms on the right-hand side define the transport of
eddy viscosity due to diffusion, production and destruction respectively.
2.5.3

Basic equations of detached eddy simulation

In the transport equation (49) of the Spalart-Allmaras model, under the assumption
of the balance of the destruction term and the production term [124] leads to
∗

cb1 S̃ν = cw1 fw

 ∗ 2
ν

d

,

(53)

that yields
ν ∗ ∝ S̃d2 .

(54)

As the kinematic SGS eddy viscosity ν is equal to the dynamic viscosity for incompressible flows, equation (23) becomes
q

νsgs = (Csgs 4)2 2S˜ij S˜ij ,

(55)

νsgs ∝ S̃ij 42

(56)

thus

and replacing d by a length proportional to 4 allows to obtain an SGS model of
the same order as that in the standard Smagorinsky model. Thus a new length is
defined as
d˜ = min(d, CDES 4),

(57)

where CDES is the model constant which needs to be defined empirically according
the flow configuration. Replacing the original d in equation (49) with d˜ gives the
DES model that acts as the Spalart-Allmaras model when d˜ ≤ 4 and SGS model
when d˜ ≥ 4.
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3
3.1

Numerical methodology
Spatial discretization

An edge-based data structure with the median-dual finite volume method is implemented as a spatial discretization for integration of the Navier-Stokes equations.
In order to demonstrate the details of this approach, an arbitrary two-dimensional
unstructured mesh shown in Figure 1 is used as an example. In practise, the unstructured primary mesh which consists of triangular and quadrilateral elements is
firstly generated by connecting the nodes by edges indicated in Figure 1 by solid
circles and lines respectively. Then, the median-dual mesh is constructed by joining the centres of the surrounding polygonal cells (open circles) and the middles of
the primary mesh edges. The resulting median-dual control volume for point i can
be of arbitrary polygonal shape. The median-dual volume which is marked by a
dashed line is highlighted in Figure 1. Collocated arrangement for all flow variables
is adopted in this thesis. They are stored at the centres of the control volumes which
are denoted by the solid circles in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of a two-dimensional median dual mesh
Similar procedure as in 2D is applied for the 3D median-dual meshes. However,
it is more difficult to illustrate the details of the implementation of a median-dual
edge-base data structure in all directions for a three-dimensional case. For illustration, two neighbouring nodes i, j, connected by an edge are shown in Figure 2,
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Figure 2: An example of a three-dimensional median dual approach
together with a surface Sij defined in the middle of this edge. The orange open
circles denote the barycentres of polyhedra surrounding edge ij. A blue open circle
is the barycentre of the triangle which is shared by two surrounding polyhedra. The
edge and nodes generated from a primary mesh are denoted by a solid line and solid
circles respectively. The fragments of the dual cells are denoted by dashed lines.
Surface Sij is constructed by connecting the neighbouring blue and orange circles
and all the open circles to the middle of edge ij.

3.2

Evaluation of derivatives

In this study, the derivatives are approximated by using the Gauss Divergence Theorem. The derivative of a variable φ at node i can be evaluated by using the
discretized form of the Gauss Divergence Theorem, yielding
∂φ
∂xI

=
i

l(i)
1 X
φ̄ij · Sij,I ,
Vi j

(58)

where φ̄ij = 0.5(φi + φj ) is a linear interpolation of variable φ in the middle of the
edge which is connecting node i and j, xI denotes coordinates in I = 1, 2, 3 axis in
the Cartesian coordinate system, Vi is the volume of a dual mesh cell represented by
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node i, l(i) is the number of edges that are connected to node i, Sij,I is a projection
of the surface Sij in direction xI .
Applying equation (58) to specific variables, for example, velocity component
uI and pressure p, yields the partial derivative element at node i in equation (1) as
∂uI
∂xI
∂p
∂xI

(59)

i

l(i)
1 X
=
0.5(uI,i + uI,j )Sij,I ,
Vi j

(60)

i

l(i)
1 X
=
0.5(pi + pj )Sij,I .
Vi j

The second-order derivative can be achieved by applying equation (58) twice on the
desired flow variable.

3.3

MPDATA

MPDATA forms a key element of the NFT scheme implemented in this study. The
derivation presented below follows closely that of [119] and a similar notation will
be used in this section. Consider an advection equation
∂φ
+ ∇ · (vφ) = 0,
∂t

(61)

where φ = φ(x, t) is a particle scalar located at x and v = v(x, t) is the advection
velocity. Rewriting (61) using the Gauss divergence theorem and the finite volume
discretization at an arbitrary node i yields
φn+1
i

=

φni

l(i)
δt X
−
F ⊥ Sij ,
Vi j=1 ij

(62)

where φn+1
and φni represent a scalar at node i at time level n and n + 1 respectively,
i
δt is the time increment, Vi is the volume of cell i, l(i) is the total number of cell
faces of cell i 1 , Fij⊥ is the mean normal flux through surface Sij averaged over δt,
Sij is the area of cell face located in the middle of node i and j. In our scheme,
the flux Fij⊥ is evaluated using a two step iteration of the first order upwind scheme.
The upwind differencing using the finite volume discretization and the edge based
1

Each cell face is associated with one edge having node i at one end
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data structure can be written as
Fij⊥ = [vij⊥ ]+ φni + [vij⊥ ]− φnj ,

(63)

[v ⊥ ]+ = 0.5(v + |v|) [v ⊥ ]− = 0.5(v − |v|).

(64)

where

and vij⊥ denotes the normal velocity calculated at the face Sij . The first step of the
analysis is to expand the scalar of interest in space. Expanding the scalar φ at nodes
i and j using Taylor series along the edge which is connecting i and j results in
∂φij
(ri − rij ) + O(δr2 ),
∂r
∂φij
φj = φij +
(rj − rij ) + O(δr2 ),
∂r
φi = φij +

(65)
(66)

where φij denotes mean value of the scalar φ evaluated in the middle of edge ij, r
denotes the parametric description of an edge, r(λ) = ri + λ(rj − ri ), where λ ∈ [0, 1]
and (ri − rij ), (rj − rij ) are the distances between node i, j and the middle of the
edge respectively.
Substituting equation (65) and (66) to equation (63) leads to
Fij⊥

=

vij⊥ φ|nij

+

∂φ
0.5|vij⊥ |
∂r

n

(ri − rj ) +

∂φ
0.5vij⊥
∂r

ij

n

(ri − 2rij + rj ) + O(δr2 ).

(67)

ij

In (67) the O(δr) term of flux Fij⊥ is written explicitly. In order to achieve the
1

explicit form of O(δt), we can apply Taylor expansion with respect to time tn+ 2 and
scalar φn
φnij =

n+ 1
φij 2

∂φ
− 0.5
∂t

n+ 12

δt + O(δt2 ).

(68)

ij

To expand the second terms on the right-hand side of (68), we can rewrite equation
(61) as
∂φ
+ φ∇v + v∇φ = 0.
∂t

(69)

Substituting equation (69) into the second term on the right hand side of
equation (68) and replacing the first term on the right hand side of equation (67),
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gives
n+ 21

Fij⊥ = vij⊥ φ|ij

+ Error.

(70)

The error term can be formulated as
Error = −

∂φ
0.5|vij⊥ |
∂r

∗

(rj − ri ) +
ij

∂φ
0.5vij⊥
∂r

∗

(ri − 2rij + rj ) + 0.5δtvij⊥ (v∇φ)|∗ij
ij

+ 0.5δtvij⊥ (φ∇ · v)|∗ij + O(δr2 , δt2 , δtδr),
where the asterisk denotes any time level such as n,n + 21 ,n + 1. This error is not
affected by the choice of time level. In MPDATA, this error term is then used to
construct a pseudo velocity using the resulting value of a scalar from the previous
upwind iteration
1
v̂j⊥ = − Error.
φ
Namely,
! ∗

v̂ij⊥

1 ∂φ
1 ∂φ
(rj − ri ) − 0.5vij⊥
=
φ ∂r ij
φ ∂r
1
− 0.5δtvij⊥ (v ∇φ)|∗ij − 0.5δtvij⊥ (∇ · v)|∗ij ,
φ

! ∗

0.5|vij⊥ |

(ri − 2rij + rj )

(71)

ij

where the asterisk 0 ∗0 represents the first-order estimation of the n + 1 solution
from the preceding upwind iteration. The pseudo velocity is regarded as the new
advection velocity to transport the scalar field φ(x, t) using again the first order
upwind scheme. The two-step iterative procedure above is numerically sufficient
for leading truncation error of the numerical approximation of equation (61) to
become O(δr2 , δt2 , δtδr). In principle, this error can be further reduced by increasing
the number of upwind iterations [109]. However, it is reported that one corrective
iteration can already provide a sufficient accuracy of time-space schemes.
In the present study, the median-dual finite volume arrangement is applied. In
this specific arrangement, the control volume of a point i is constructed by joining the
centres of the surrounding polygonal cells and the middles of the primary mesh edges,
as demonstrated in Figure 1. Therefore, the expression (71) for pseudo velocity
can be simplified because the second term on the right-hand side of (71) vanishes
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[111]. The resulting expression for the pseudo velocity in the basic MPDATA scheme
implemented based on the median-dual finite volume arrangement can be written
as
φ∗j − φ∗i
δt ⊥
∇φ∗
−
v̂
v
·
+∇·v
φ∗j + φ∗i + 
2 ij
φ∗

!

v̂ij⊥

=

|vij⊥ |

,

(72)

Sij

where φ∗ is the scalar obtained from the first iteration of upwind scheme,  is a very
small number which avoids cases when φ∗i and φ∗j in the denominator both vanish, φ∗
represents the arithmetic average of the φ∗ s used for computing the derivative of φ∗ .
The implementation of basic MPDATA scheme above preserves the sign for the nonpositive or non-negative field φ. An alternative option to the basic MPDATA is the
infinite gauge option of MPDATA [111]. This option linearizes MPDATA around an
arbitrary large constant. This linearisation results in a two-pass scheme that differs
to the basic scheme only in the calculation of the pseudo velocity and execution
of the second upwind pass. The infinite gauge option is particularly useful as it
preserves the gradients across zero for fields of variable sign and in usually provides
more accurate solutions than the basic MPDATA. In this work MPDATA the infinite
gauge option is used exclusively. The expression for the pseudo velocity in MPDATA
gauge takes the following form
v̂ij⊥ = |vij⊥ |
The derivatives

∂φ∗
∂xI

φ∗j − φ∗i
δt
− (v · ∇φ∗ )Sij .
2
2

(73)

in the middle of edge ij appearing in the second term on the

right-hand side of equation (73) are approximated using
∂φ∗
∂xI

!
ij





l(j)
l(i)
X
1 X
φ̄∗im Sim,I +
φ̄∗im0 Sjm0 ,I  ,
=
V ij m=1
m0 =1

(74)

where φ̄∗ij = 0.5(φ∗i + φ∗j ) is a linear interpolation of variable φ∗ in the middle of the
edge ij, xI denotes coordinates in I = 1, 2, 3 axis in the Cartesian coordinate system,
V ij is the estimated volume defined as V ij = 0.5(Vi + Vj ), l(i) is the number of edges
that are connected to node i, Sij,I is a projection of the surface Sij in direction xI .
A review discussing various MPDATA options can be found in [111].
While MPDATA is sign preserving it is not monotonic. Imposing monotonic-
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ity is ensured in the spirit of the Flux Corrected Transport (FCT). To avoid the
occurrence of a local extreme value and prevent the monotonicity of the transported
variable, the non-oscillatory option for MPDATA scheme is applied in this study.
The pseudo velocity is limited using a similar strategy used in the Flux Corrected
Transport (FCT) scheme. Specifically, the anti-diffusion velocity is limited using the
minimum and maximum values of the transported variable stored at the neighbouring points which are connected to the point of interest. A detail explanation of the
non-oscillatory option can be found in [114]. Details of the FCT implementation for
the basic MPDATA are included in [119] while its implementation for the MPDATA
gauge requires a minor modification.

3.4

Outline of the NFT integration

To integrate the time dependent velocities and the forcing term on the right-hand
side of the momentum equations (1), a non-oscillatory forward-in-time (NFT) scheme
is applied in this study. NFT integrators were proposed in the early nineties in the
context of geophysical flows [110, 116] and are a class of second-order-accurate,
either semi-Lagrangian or Eulerian, algorithms that rely on the properties of the
two-time-level nonlinear advection techniques that to control numerical oscillations
characteristic of higher-order linear schemes. This approach was primarily used to
solve soundproof (incompressible and anelastic) equations of geophysical fluid dynamics on structured grids with solvers built around MPDATA. This section will
briefly introduce the basic formulation of the NFT solver. The notation and derivation follow closely those in [122], while full details of derivation can be found in
[117].
Each of the momentum equations (1) can be expressed in the following general
form
∂φ
+ ∇.(vφ) = R,
∂t

(75)

where v is the advection velocity, φ denotes the transported scalar, R are the force
and source terms on the right-hand side of equations (1), φ denotes the fluid properties such as velocity and density. NFT algorithm integrates equation (75) to the
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second-order accuracy in time and space according to
φn+1 = A(φ̃, vn+1/2 ) + 0.5δtRn+1 ,

(76)

where φn+1 represents the fluid properties at time level n+1, A is the solution of
advection transport which is approximated here by MPDATA, vn+1/2 denotes the
second-order estimation of v at time level n + 1/2, if the viscous terms are absent
the auxiliary variable is defined as φ̃ = φn + 0.5δtRn . For viscous flows it takes the
form φ̃ = φn + 0.5δtRn + δtDn , where D represents the viscous term. This form
implies that the viscous terms are first order accurate in time which is adequate.
Rn+1 in equation (76) is a second-order accurate finite volume representation of R
which is defined as Rn+1 = R(t + δt) + O(δt3 ).
The convection velocity vn+1/2 in MPDATA is extrapolated linearly in time [119].
For incompressible flow, a first-order linear estimation is sufficient for the secondorder accuracy of (75). That is
vn+1/2 = 1.5vn+1 − 0.5vn−1 .

(77)

In equation (76), the φ̃ can be explicitly expressed in terms of velocity components for viscous flow as
∂pn
∂
∂vin ∂vjn
ṽi = vin + 0.5δt
+ δt
ν
+
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

!!

,

(78)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3 denotes three direction components of the Cartesian coordinate
system, vi are the corresponding velocity components and ν denotes the kinematic
viscosity. By using equation (78), ṽi can be calculated according to the velocity
components and pressure at time level n.
The inviscid term in Rn+1 on the right-hand side of equation (76) is expressed
as
Rn+1 =

∂pn+1
.
∂x

(79)
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Rewriting equation (79) in terms of Cartesian coordinate system gives
Rin+1 =

∂pn+1
,
∂xi

(80)

where i = 1, 2, 3 denote three direction components of the Cartesian coordinate system. To predict the velocity component un+1 at time level n, the value of pn+1 has to
be explicitly defined. In the present study, the value of pn+1 is calculated by solving
the Poisson equation for pn+1 . The form of Poisson equation can be generated using
the following derivation.

Rewriting equation (76) in terms of Cartesian coordinate system and substituting equations (80) and (78) into the resulting equations yields
vin+1 = v̂i + 0.5δt
n+1/2

where v̂i = MPDATA(ṽi , vi

∂pn+1
,
∂xi

(81)

) represents the explicit velocity components com-

puted using MPDATA. Applying differential operators

∂
∂xi

to equations (81) leads

to
∂vin+1
∂v̂ n+1
∂ 2 pn+1
= i + 0.5δt
.
∂xi
∂xi
∂x2i

(82)

As the auxiliary velocity field is not necessarily solenoidal while the velocity field is
solenoidal at every time level, equation (82) can be simplified as
∂ 2 pn+1
2 ∂v̂jn+1
,
=
−
∂x2j
δt ∂xj

(83)

which yields a general form of Poisson equation. In the next section, the method
for solving the Poisson equation in the present study is presented.

3.5

Elliptic solver

The Poisson equation is solved using a generalized conjugate-gradient residual (GCR)
type iterative schemes, specifically, a pre-conditioned Krylov-subspace elliptic solver.
The notation used in this section follows that in [120].
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A general form of the Poisson equation can be written as
L(φ) = R,

(84)

where L represents a Laplacian operator and R is an explicit function i.e. the
right-hand side of the Poisson equation. The derivation of the elliptic solver can be
started by augmenting the equation L(φ) − R = 0 with a kth-order pseudo-time
dependence equation
∂ k P(φ)
∂ k−1 P(φ)
1
1 ∂P(φ)
= L(φ) − R,
+
+ ... +
k
k−1
∂τ
Tk−1 (τ ) ∂τ
T1 (τ ) ∂τ

(85)

where P denotes the preconditioner which requires LP −1 to be negative definite,
T1 ...Tk−1 are the optimal parameters and τ is the pseudo-time. Defining the residual
error for step k as
rk = L(φk ) − R,

(86)

the iterative procedures for a preconditioned generalized conjugate residual method
following [120] can be described as
1: For any initial guess φ0 , set r0 =L(φ0 ) − R, p0 = P −1 (r0 )
2: For it=1,2,...until convergence do
3: For i=1,2...k-1 do
hri L(pi )i
a: β = − hL(pi )L(pi )i ,
b: φi+1 = φi + βpi ,
c: ri+1 = ri + βL(pi ),
d: exit if |ri+1 | ≤ constraints,
e: qi = P −1 (ri+1 ),
f: evaluate L(q)
g: ∀l=0,i αl = −
h: pi+1 = q +

hL(q)L(pl )i
,
hL(pl )L(pl )i

Pi

l=0

α l pl ,
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i: L(pi+1 ) = L(q) +

Pi

l=0

αl L(pl )

end do,
4: reset [φ, r, p, L(p)]k to [φ, r, p, L(p)]0 ,
end do,
where < ... > denotes the domain integral. Here, it and i represent the external
iteration of the solver and internal iteration of orders of the damped oscillator respectively. The output of the preconditioner, q, represents an approximation of the
error in φ associated with the residual equation.
The above solution of the Poisson problem has been adopted in this work. It
represents the customized Krylov-subspace solver. The Conjugate Gradient methods
rely on variational principles to determine coefficients optimal for the iteration convergence, by minimizing error norms of the approximate solutions. While there exist
a number of optional nonsymmetric Krylov solvers, the method of choice adopted
in this work is the generalized conjugate residual (GCR). The solution adopts a bespoke nonsymmetric approach; cf. [120] for a recent overview and a comprehensive
list of references. All differential operations used by the solver are discretized using
the median dual finite volume method.

3.6

Summary of NFT MPDATA procedures for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

The procedures for solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using the
NFT MPDATA solver applying the edge-based data structured are illustrated step
by step in this Section.

At the beginning of time level n, for every point in the computational domain:
1:

Calculate the convection velocities at time level n + 1/2 using the first-order
linear estimation
n+1/2

ui

= 1.5uni − 0.5uin−1
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2:

Calculate the viscous stress tensor
∂unj
∂uni
+
τij = ν
∂xj
∂xi

3:

!

Calculate the auxiliary velocity based on the viscous stress tensor, the resolved
velocity and the pressure at time level n
ũi =

uni

∂pn
∂τij
+ 0.5δt
+ δt
∂xi
∂xj

!

,

where δt is the computational time step and p is the pressure
4:

Calculate the explicit component of the solution using MPDATA scheme


n+1/2

ûi = M P DAT A ũi , ui



5:

Compute the pressure at time level n + 1 by solving the Poisson equation (83)

6:

Calculate the solution based on the explicit velocity components and the predicted pressure obtained from Step 5
un+1
= ûi + 0.5δt
i

7:

3.7

∂pn+1
∂xi

Proceed to next time step

Implementation of the subgrid-scale model

For a simulation of turbulent flow using LES, the SGS stress (τs ) is modeled by
an SGS model. Recalling the filtered momentum equations (22) and combining the
second the third terms on the right-hand side of (22) yields
∂ ũi ∂ ũi u˜j
1 ∂ p̃
∂
∂ ũi ∂ u˜j
+
=−
+[
(ν + νsgs )(
+
)],
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(87)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3 denote three direction components of the Cartesian coordinate system. The term ν + νsgs is called effective viscosity and can be denoted
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as νef f = ν + νsgs . Equations (87) are discretized using median dual finite volumes and solved using the NFT MPDATA scheme and the elliptic solver. For the
flow solver implementation for simulating turbulence flow using LES, the kinematic
viscosity in equation (78) is replaced by the effective viscosity, giving the modified
expression of auxiliary velocity in turbulence case as
ũi =

uni

∂un
∂uni
+ j
∂xj
∂xi

∂pn
∂
+ 0.5δt
+ δt
νef f
∂xi
∂xj

!!

.

(88)

By using equation (88), the problem of calculating SGS stress tensor is now transferred to calculate the turbulence viscosity νsgs . In the following section, the Smagorinsky model is chosen as an example to illustrate the process of calculating the turbulence viscosity.
For time level n, the Smagorinsky model is defined as

n
νsgs
= (Csgs 4)2

Sijn

1
=
2

q

2Sijn Sijn ,

∂un
∂uni
+ j ,
∂xj
∂xi

(89)

!

(90)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3 denote three direction components of the Cartesian coordinate
system, n represents a variable at time level n, Csgs is the Smagorinsky constant
which is predefined and 4 is the cutoff length at a specific point which can be
determined using equation (10). The derivatives of velocity components can be
calculated using equation (58). By using the equations above, the value of νsgs can
be explicitly computed and used to calculate the auxiliary velocity components at
every point. In this study, the classic Smagorinsky model and Sigma model are
implemented using the strategy illustrated in this section.
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3.8

Summary of the NFT MPDATA procedures for the filtered Navier-Stokes equations

The procedures for solving the filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using
the NFT MPDATA solver based on the edge-based data structured are illustrated
step by step in this Section. The difference between the procedures for solving the
filtered and the original Navier-Stokes equations is only in the construction for the
auxiliary velocity. For the filtered Navier-Stokes equations, the viscous stresses are
merged with the SGS turbulent viscous stresses by combining the kinematic viscosity with the turbulent viscosity. For clarity, the filtered velocity components ũi is
denoted as ui exclusively in this section.

At the beginning of time level n, for every point in the computational domain:
1:

Calculate the convection velocity at time level n + 1/2 using the first-order
linear estimation
n+1/2

ui
2:

= 1.5uni − 0.5uin−1

Compute the effective kinematic viscosity
νef f = ν + νt ,
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and νt is the artificial turbulent
viscosity provided by an eddy viscosity SGS model

3:

Calculate the total stress tensor τijt based on the resolved filtered velocity flied
τijt = νef f

4:

∂un
∂uni
+ j
∂xj
∂xi

!

Calculate the auxiliary velocity based on the convection velocity and the effective kinematic viscosity
ũi =

uni

∂pn
∂τijt
+ 0.5δt
+ δt
∂xi
∂xj

!

,
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where δt is the computational time step and p is the pressure
5:

Calculate the explicit components of the solution using the MPDATA scheme


n+1/2

ûi = M P DAT A ũi , ui



6:

Compute the pressure at time level n + 1 by solving the Poisson equation (83)

7:

Calculate the velocity field at time level n+1 based on the explicit components
and the predicted pressure obtained from Step 6
un+1
= ûi + 0.5δt
i

8:

3.9

∂pn+1
∂xi

Proceed to next time step

Implementation of the Spalart-Allmaras model

For simulating turbulent flow by solving the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations, the residual Reynolds stress must be modelled. In this study, the one-equation
Spalart-Allmaras turbulent model is chosen to approximate the Reynolds stress. Recalling the RANS momentum equations (42) and approximating the Reynolds stress
using the Spalart-Allmaras model yields
1 ∂ p̄
∂
∂ ūi ∂ u¯j
∂ ūi ∂ ūi u¯j
+
=−
+[
(ν + νt ) (
+
)],
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(91)

where νt denotes the turbulent viscosity provided by the Spalart-Allmaras model.
In this model, the turbulent viscosity is defined as
νt = ν ∗ fv1 ,

(92)

where ν ∗ is the working eddy viscosity and it is governing by the transport equation
∂ν ∗
∂ν ∗
+ uj
= R,
∂t
∂xj

(93)
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where R represents the terms on the right-hand side of equation (49). In order to
close the system of equations (91), equation (93) must be solved. In this study,
the transport equations (93) is integrated using the NFT framework coupling with
the first-order upwind scheme. In addition, the R, in this case, is integrated using
a first-order estimation. Applying the working viscosity as the transported scalar
and the first-order upwind scheme as the transport operator, equation (91) can be
integrated using the NFT framework and written as
ν ∗ n+1 = U P W IN D(ν˜∗ , v̄n+1/2 ),

(94)

where ν˜∗ is the auxiliary variable in terms of working viscosity. ν˜∗ is approximated
using
ν˜∗ = ν ∗ n + δtRn .

(95)

As Rn can be calculated based on the resolved velocity field at time level n, the
turbulent viscosity νt can be explicitly determined.

3.10

Summary of NFT MPDATA procedures for incompressible flow using DES strategy

It should be pointed out that, although the underlying concepts of RANS and LES
for solving the turbulent problem are different, the implementation of these two
approaches are very similar when the models used belong to the eddy viscositytype turbulent model. Benefiting from the similarity of solving the filtered and
Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes equations, the implementation of the LES and DES
approaches differs only in the computation of turbulent viscosity. For clarity, the
time-averaged velocity components ūi in RANS region are denoted as ui in this section. The procedures of NFT MPDATA scheme using edge-based data structure
can be summarized as follow:

At the beginning of time level n, for every point in the computational domain
1:

Calculate the convection velocity components at time level n + 1/2 using the
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first-order linear estimation
n+1/2

ui

2:

= 1.5uni − 0.5uin−1

Calculate the modified distance function
d˜ = min(d, CDES 4),

(96)

where d is the normal distance from the point of interest to the solid boundary,
CDES is a model constant and 4 is the cutoff length defined in equation (10)
3:

Integrate the working viscosity based on the resolved velocity field and the
modified distance function
ν ∗ n+1 = U P W IN D(ν˜∗ , vn+1/2 ),
where ν˜∗ is the auxiliary variable defined in equation (95). In the DES approach, the original distance d appears in the right-hand side of equation (49)
is replaced by d˜

4:

Compute the turbulent viscosity
νt = ν ∗ n+1 fv1 ,
where fv1 can be explicitly computed (See Section 2.5.2 for the detail of fv1 )

5:

Compute the effective kinematic viscosity
νef f = ν + νt ,
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid

6:

Calculate the total stress tensor τijt based on the resolved velocity flied
τijt = νef f

∂un
∂uni
+ j
∂xj
∂xi

!
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7:

Calculate the auxiliary velocities
ũi =

uni

∂pn
∂τijt
+ δt
+ 0.5δt
∂xi
∂xj

!

,

where δt is the computational time step and p is the pressure
8:

Calculate the explicit components of the solution using the MPDATA scheme


û = M P DAT A ũi , un+1/2

9:



Compute the pressure at time level n + 1 by solving the Poisson equation (83)

10 : Calculate the velocity field at time level n + 1 based on the explicit velocity
components and the predicted pressure obtained from Step 9
un+1
= ûi + 0.5δt
i

∂pn+1
∂xi

11 : Proceed to next time step
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4

Wall treatment

Pope (2004) [93] pointed out that the accuracy of resolving boundary layer is
very important as the production, dissipation, kinetic energy, and Reynolds-stress
anisotropy will all reach their maximum within y + ≤ 20 where y + is the viscous
wall unit. To obtain an adequately accurate result from of LES, the boundary layer
has to be sufficiently resolved or modelled. In order to resolve the near-wall boundary layer, the computational grid has to be refined in this region to capture the
fluid motion at small scales. Chapman (1979) [19] calculated the number of points
that is required for wall-resolved and wall modelled LES. In [19], the estimation for
the boundary layer thickness of a flow over a flat plate is used to approximate the
boundary layer thickness for general cases. The number of points required for the
wall-resolved LES is estimated as
N ∝ Rex1.8 ,
where Rex = U∞ Lx /ν is the local Reynolds number, U∞ is the ambient velocity, Lx
is the distance measured from the beginning of the boundary layer in the streamwise direction and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Gant [37] suggested that the essential
resolution near the wall should satisfy x+ ≤ 10, y + ≤ 1, z + ≤ 50, where x+ , y + , z +
represent the non-dimensional distance in stream-wise, normal to the wall and spanwise directions respectively. Davidson [27] and Temmerman et al. [131] proposed
that the requirement of grid width should be x+ ≤ 100, y + ≤ 1, z + ≤ 30. As such
a grid is nearly a DNS grid, this approach is computationally expensive even for
moderate Reynolds number cases. Apart from the resolution requirement, the SGS
model which is designed for high Reynolds number flow field has to be adjusted to
the ’low Reynolds number’ environment inside the viscous layer.
An alternative method to reduce the computational cost spent on the viscous wall
layer is the wall function approximation. It uses an empirical logarithmic law or
another wall function to correct the numerical result based on the location of the
first point off the wall and its tangential velocity. There is no need to refine the
mesh as the wall function is applied as an extra information reflecting the correct
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log-law velocity profile inside boundary layer. By using this approach, Chapman
[19] implied that required number of points within the boundary layer when using
a wall modelled LES can be reduced to
N ∝ Rex0.4 .
Although the wall function approach is computationally efficient, it is reported to
perform poorly for the flows that contain complex geometries, separation or reattachment. To compensate for this shortcoming, Balaras and Benocci [9] proposed
a two layer boundary equations method for the boundary problem. This method
solves the reduced form of Navier-Stokes equations in the embedded mesh near the
solid boundary. It is reported in the literature that this method can provide a more
reasonable result for the flow with a strong effect of pressure gradient and diffusion
comparing to those using transitional wall functions [132, 133].

4.1

Wall damping in Smagorinsky model

As discussed in the previous section, the wall-resolved LES can be obtained by using a sufficiently fine mesh and an SGS model that is appropriate for low Reynolds
number environment inside a boundary layer. Although the Smagorinsky model is
very successful in various areas, there are two main drawbacks of the Smagorinsky
model near the solid wall: Firstly, the predicted turbulence stress cannot vanish on
the solid boundary; Secondly, the asymptotic behaviour of the model is incorrect
inside the boundary layer region. To overcome these drawbacks, a special treatment
has to be added to account for the effect of a viscous wall.

For convenience, let us denote y 0 as the direction component that is normal
to the wall, x0 and z 0 as the stream-wise direction and cross-stream direction. v 0
represents velocity normal to the wall and u0 , w0 the stream-wise and cross-stream
velocity components.
The stress tensor for an arbitrary face can be expressed in a complete form for
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three-dimensional cases as




 τx0 x0 τx0 y0 τx0 z 0 







(97)


.
τ y 0 x0 τ y 0 y 0 τ y 0 z 0 


τ z 0 x0 τ z 0 y 0 τ z 0 z 0



It is reported by Sagaut [101] and Pope [93] that the estimation of τx0 y0 is particularly important to guarantee the accuracy of a simulation. By applying the Taylor
expansion to the governing equations near the wall, it can be shown that the velocity
component and τx0 y0 should be governed by the following relations
u0 ∝ y 0 ,

v 0 ∝ y 02 ,

0

w ∝ y0

(98)

and
τx0 y0 ∝ y 03 ,

(99)

where y 0 is the distance normal to the wall. In order to obtain a sufficiently accurate
result for the boundary layer development, the SGS turbulence model should have
a similar relation with respect to y. From the analysis of Pope [93], the form of the
Smagorinsky model for stress τx0 y0 can be reduced near the wall to


τxs0 y0

∂u0
= −ls2 · 
∂y 0

!2

∂w0
+
∂y 0

!2  12


∂u0
,
∂y 0

(100)

where ls = Csgs 4 is the subgrid characteristic length scale. Using a similar analysis
as in Section 2.1 and relation (98), one can deduce from equation (100) that
τxs0 y0 ∝ ls2 .

(101)
3

To obtain an appropriate estimation of τxs0 y0 , ls has to be of the order of y 0 2 . However,
ls = Csgs 4 is assumed in the Smagorinsky model (23), which means that this stress
component varies according to the grid size of the mesh in the boundary layer,
resulting in an incorrect prediction of the wall effect. In order to compensate for this
error, Moin and Kim [79] applied the van Driest damping function which is used in
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the mix length model to scale the characteristic length ls in the Smagorinsky model
lms = f (y + )ls = f (y + )Csgs 4

(102)

with
f (y + ) = 1 − e−y

+ /A

(103)

,

where A = 25 is a constant and y + is the non-dimensional distance from the wall
defined as
y+ =

y 0 uτ
ν

(104)

with
s

uτ =

τw
.
ρ

(105)

Here, lms is the modified characteristic subgrid length, y 0 is the distance from the
wall, ν is the viscosity coefficient, uτ is the shear velocity and τw is the wall shear
stress.
By using this approach, we can expect the SGS model to vanish at the wall as
y + = 0 at the wall. However, the dominant term of corrected model in the boundary
region is proportional to y 02 instead of y 03 as required in equation (99). Piomelli et
al. [91] proposed a similar method to further adjust the modelled stresses where
f (y + ) = (1 − e−(y

+ /A)3

1

)2 .

(106)

By using this form, the resulting residual stress can both vanish at the wall and
have a correct asymptotic behaviour in the boundary region. Further explanation
of the initiations related to uτ are documented in appendix A.

4.2

Wall function

Instead of resolving the whole boundary layer, an alternative approach is to use an
empirical formulation e.g. wall function, to approximate the fluid statistics inside
the boundary layer. By applying the wall function, a logarithmic law is assumed
to compute the wall shear based on the exterior velocity and the distance from the
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wall. In general, the first node off the wall is required to be located in the log-law
region when using the wall function. It is not necessary to place mesh points below the log-law region, therefore, the wall functions approach can highly reduce the
required number of points for wall bounded flows. This approach has been widely
used in the literature. It is very successful for simple flows [81, 131] and reported to
provide satisfactory results for complex flow configurations [8, 132]. A brief review
of the wall function treatments is presented below.

The velocity profile in the boundary layer can be estimated by the log-law
derived from the simplified Navier-Stokes equations under the assumption of equilibrium in the near wall region. Here, the local equilibrium means that the effect of
the pressure gradient is balanced with diffusion and shear stress is constant between
the first node and the solid wall. The resulting log-law can be written as
u+ =

1
log y + + B
κ

y + ≥ 11,

(107)

where κ = 0.41 is the Karman constant and B = 5.0 is a model constant. The constraint y + ≥ 11 indicates that this logarithmic law can be applied from the higher
edge of the viscous sub-layer (0 ≤ y + ≤ 11). In general, it is recommended to place
the first node above the wall above y + ≥ 30 to avoid the buffer layer (11 ≤ y + ≤ 30).

Following the implementation method of Iacovides [48], equation (107) can be
rearranged using definitions (104)-(105) to give
"

|τw0 |

= κup

.

Eδzuτ
ln
ν

!#2

,

(108)

where up is the tangential velocity in the first point above the wall. κ = 0.41,
E = 5.5 is a constant, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. In practise, τw0 is updated
every time step. This value is used to substitute the wall shear stress in the middle
of the edge which is linking the first point above the wall and the node at the wall.
uτ is calculated according to equation (105) using τw0 obtained from previous time
step.
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Another wall stress approximation is the Werner-Wengle (WW) wall function
[141] which is integrated based on the 1/7th power-law mean velocity profile of a
pipe flow. In this approach, the wall shear is defined as

|τw0 | =




2ν|u |

 δy0p ,

1+B

1+B 

ν

1−B
ν 1−B
A
0
2
ρδy

+

1+B
A



ν
ρδy 0

B



|up |

2
1+B

for |u0p | ≤

2
ν
A 1−B
2ρδy 0

, for |up | ≥

2
ν
1−B
A
0
2ρδy

(109)
where up is the tangential velocity with respect to the wall, A = 8.3 and B =

1
7

are the model constants, ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρ is the density and δy 0 is the
distance to wall.
The resulting wall shear stress from these two wall functions is an absolute
value hence its direction is unknown. According to Schumann [106], the direction
of τw0 and tangential velocity up coincide. Consequently, wall shear stress τw0 can
be assumed to have the same direction as the local tangential velocity. As the
wall functions above are all based on the coordinate system of tangential-normal
according to the wall and their cross product, the resulting total wall shear τw0 needs
to be decomposed into three components in a Cartesian coordinate system. Jindal
et al. [53] proposed that the wall shear tensor from wall function can be written as



 0






τw0 0 

τw0

0

0

0

0

0



.



(110)

Define the rotation matrix Rw as


Rw =










et [i]

et [j]

et [k] 



,
en [i] en [j] en [k] 

ec [i] ec [j] ec [k]

(111)



where et , en , ec are the unit vectors of tangential, normal and their cross product
direction in an arbitrary node in a Cartesian coordinate system respectively. By
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Figure 3: An example of median-dual mesh near boundary
using rotation matrix Rw , the rotation transforms of τw0 to Cartesian coordinate
system can be written as


τw = [τij ]w =




Rw 





0

τw0

0 

τw0

0

RT ,
0 
 w

0

0




0

(112)



where [τij ]w is used to replace the wall shear component in the middle of the edge
placed between the first node off-wall and the node at the wall.
Figure 3 is an example of median-dual mesh near the solid boundary, node i
is a first node placed above the wall while j is a node at the solid boundary. Sij
indicates the boundary shared by finite volumes surrounding nodes i and j.

The overall procedures of implementation of the wall function demonstrated
using the dual mesh in Figure 3 as an example are:
1: Generate a mesh in which the first node above the wall is placed at y + > 30. As
y + is unknown before the simulation, it can be initialized using equation (104)
where uτ can be estimated according to procedures described in Appendix A.
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2: Solve the Navier-Stokes equations using NFT MPDATA solver.
3: Calculate the current tangential velocity up in the middle of the edge ij.
4: Calculate the wall shear τw0 at surface Sij using one of the wall functions
according to the current tangential velocity up .
5: Rotate the resulting wall shear τw0 into [τij ]w in Cartesian coordinate system
using equation (112).
6: Replace the wall shear stress on surface Sij by [τij ]w .
7: Repeat steps [2-6].

4.3

Two-layer wall resolved model

Although the wall function approach is highly economical and has been widely used
in previous studies, it is reported to be invalid for complex geometries which have a
separation or reattachment [21]. An alternative methodology for solving the boundary layer problem using LES is offered by the two-layer model (TLM) approach [9].
A good result for a complex geometry is presented in [132] together with a comparison of the Two-layer model with the wall-resolved LES. In TLM, the boundary
layer is resolved using a simplified Navier-Stokes equations instead of modelling. In
this approach, two different meshes together with two sets of equations are solved.
In particular, an original arbitrary mesh is generated with a relatively coarse resolution in the boundary layer region followed by a finer mesh which is embedded
between the first layer above the wall of the original mesh and the wall itself. The
complete filtered Navier-Stokes equations with SGS model are solved on the original mesh which covers the whole domain down to the solid wall (LES region) while
the reduced form of Navier-Stokes equations are solved within the embedded mesh
with a low-Reynolds number model. The same numerical scheme is used in solving
both equations. The results obtained from the embedded region are regarded as
a boundary condition to provide the information from the boundary layer for the
LES region in every time step. A demonstration of this method is shown in Figure
4. This approach is reported to be slightly more costly when compared to the wall
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Figure 4: An example of embedded mesh and interface in two-layer resolved model
modelled LES because it needs to solve the simplified equations. A detailed review
of this approach can be found in [88]. In this section, the principles of TLM method
are presented.
Inside the boundary layer, the Navier-Stokes equations can be simplified by neglecting the effect of the shear in the normal direction. The resulting reduced NavierStokes equations, named as Thin Boundary Layer equations (TBLE), are expressed
as
∂p
∂
∂ui
∂u0i ∂u0i u0j
+
=
+ 0 (νef f ) 0 ,
0
0
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂x2
∂x2

(113)

where i, j = 1, 3 indicate the two directions components in the plane which is tangential to the wall, x02 and x01 , x03 denote the direction that is normal to the wall and
two directions tangential to the wall; u02 and u01 , u03 denote the corresponding velocity
components, νef f = ν + νt is the effective viscosity defined as the sum of kinematic
viscosity and turbulent viscosity. The turbulent viscosity in the embedded region
can be modelled by a low Reynolds number turbulent model like Spalart-Allmaras
model [42] described in Section 2.5.2 or a mix length model [140]. In particular,
the log-law can be derived by balancing the second term on the left-hand side of
equation (113) with the first term on the right-hand side [58].

As indicated in equation (113), the terms containing normal velocity u02 are
removed, therefore a three-dimensional problem is reduced to a two-dimensional one.
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The implementation details of TLM vary from author to author [16, 18, 29, 132].
In this section, the implementation used by Wang and Moin [140] and Tessicini and
Leschziner [132] is presented as it is reported to improve results for a complex flow
which involves separation and adverse pressure gradient. The values of pressure at
the interface points are imposed using the information from the LES region. After
that, the pressure values at the interface points are assigned to the points which
are lined along the direction normal to the wall. For example, the value of pressure
at point i in Figure 4 is firstly computed in the LES region at current time level.
After that, the value of pressure at point i is assigned to the points in direction that
normal to the wall, e.g. from i1 to i5 . By executing the above procedure at the
beginning of every time step, the pressure at every point inside the embedded layers
is prescribed. Hence, there is no need to solve the Poisson equation for pressure
inside the TLM layers. In particular, the mixing length model with Van Driest
damping function can be chosen to correct the behaviour of the SGS model in the
inner layer
νt
+
= κy + (1 − e−y /A )2 .
ν

(114)

Here, ν is the kinematic viscosity while νt is the turbulent viscosity, y + is the nondimensional distance normal to the wall, the model coefficient κ is the Karman
constant, and A = 19 is the model parameter. To overcome the problem that the
skin friction is over-predicted in the inner layer, Wang and Moin [140] proposed a
dynamic process to determine the Karman constant κ. In this process, the eddy
viscosity νt at the points on the interface is replaced by the average turbulence
viscosity νsgs computed in the LES region by a SGS model. Hence κ can be updated
in every time step by taking
κ=

< νsgs >
<

+
yin
(1

+

− e−yin /A ) >

,

(115)

+
where <> indicates an average over space and time. yin
denotes the non-dimensional

distance from a wall at the matching point on the interface.
The non-dimensional wall unit y + is defined by (104). For (115), an alternative way
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to determine uτ is also suggested in [140]
h

uτ = (τw1 )2 + (τw3 )2

i1
4

,

(116)

where τw1 and τw3 are the two tangential wall stresses obtained from the previous
time step.

By solving equation (113) using conditions above, the tangential velocity components u01 , u03 can be determined. Based on the tangential velocities, the wall shear
stresses τ21 and τ23 can be updated in the matching point on the interface using
τw =

∂u
.
∂x

The overall procedure of implementation of TLM for LES can be summa-

rized as:
1: Generate a mesh in which the first point above the wall is placed inside the
log-law regime. The following recommendation can be considered for this
step. y + > 30 is suggested by Wang and Moin [140] to avoid the buffer layer;
130 > y + > 0 is reported by Catalano et al. [18]; or 50 > y + > 30 according
to Tessicini et al. [132]. Here the initial y + can be roughly estimated using
the method documented in Appendix (A).
2: From the first node off-wall to the wall, we generate another prismatic mesh
in which the length of each layer is of the order of O(4y + ) in the normal
direction. The number of nodes inside the boundary layer should be above 20
√
and the boundary layer thickness δ can be roughly estimated as δ = L/ Re
where L is the characteristic length of the problem.
3: Initiate uτ using the method documented in Section 4.1. Apply no-slip boundary condition for solving both TBLE and filtered Navier-Stokes equations.
1
1
4: For time step n = 0, solve the potential flow and calculate τw1
and τw2
by

solving the TBLE on the embedded mesh using the outer flow information
from potential flow and the no-slip boundary condition at the wall.
5: For time step n = 1, solve the filtered Navier-Stokes equations using LES for
1
1
the whole computational domain using τw1
and τw2
at the interface. Solve the
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TBLE on the embedded mesh that depends on the outer flow information and
2
2
.
and τw2
no-slip condition to obtain τw1

6: Repeat step 5 for n > 1
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5

Incompressible flow past a sphere for moderate
Reynolds numbers

5.1

A review of selected past experiments for flows past a
sphere

Flow over a sphere at moderate or high Reynolds numbers has complex fluid characteristic. For example, in sub-critical regime (800 < Re < 30000), the wake of the
flow becomes turbulent while the boundary layer around the solid sphere is laminar. Constantinescu and Squires (2003) [25] concluded that most of the previous
investigations on flow over a sphere are focusing on four ingredients: visualization
of the main vertical structure of the wake, understanding the mechanisms of vortex
shedding, detecting the frequencies of the wake and measuring parameters like the
drag coefficient and pressure around the solid sphere. Wake of the sphere in low
Reynolds number is usually examined in a water channel.
When Reynolds number is lower than 20, the flow remains laminar and no
separation occurs behind or around the sphere. For Reynolds numbers reaching
24, Taneda (1956) [129] demonstrated a presence of separation and that the axissymmetric ring occurs behind the sphere and keeps stable up to Reynolds number
210. The vortex ring becomes unsteady and the vortices loose symmetry when
Reynolds number is between 210 and 270. When Reynolds number is larger than
280, large-scale vortices start to shed from the sphere periodically. Sakamoto and
Haniu [102] illustrated that when Reynolds number is between 300 and 400 in the
water channel, the hairpin-shape vortices start to shed periodically from the sphere.
Achenbach (1974) [2] also examined the similar wake structure in the water channel
and he further showed that these vortices are shedding in the same rotating direction.
The position of the rolling-up sheet of the vortices become closer to the sphere with
the increasing Reynolds number. For example, the rolling up sheet begins from 1.5D
from the sphere of diameter D at Reynolds number 400 while this position becomes
0.5D from the sphere at Reynolds number 30000. For Reynolds numbers from 420 to
800, Sakamoto and Hainiu (1995) [103] found out that the hairpin-shaped vortices
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shedding changed from regular to irregular mode. The shedding direction became
unpredictable. The change of shedding point on the sphere also occurred at this
Reynolds number. For Reynolds numbers larger than 800, there are four different
regimes as identified by Bakić et al. (2006) [7]. The subcritical regime occurs when
Reynolds number is between 800 and around 3 × 105 . In this regime, the wake
changes from laminar to turbulent while the boundary layer remains laminar and
the separation position remains almost the same. The critical Reynolds number
regime is around Reynolds number 3 × 105 to 3.3 × 105 where an obvious drop of
drag coefficient is detected. The supercritical regime occurs when the Reynolds
number is approximately between 3.3 × 105 and 2 × 107 . At the beginning of this
regime, the boundary layer becomes turbulent. Finally, the regime when Reynolds
number higher than 2 × 107 is denoted as transcritial regime.
A study by Kim and Durbin (1988) [60] showed the investigation of frequency
and drag for Reynolds numbers from 500 to 60000. They found that two frequency
modes: higher frequency mode and lower frequency mode, co-exist in the wake of a
sphere when Reynolds number is above 800. The higher frequency can be detected
when Reynolds number reaches 800 and can only be observed in the wake region
which is closed to the sphere, while the lower frequency can be seen in the parts
of domain away from the sphere. The higher frequency is related to the instability
frequency of the separating shear layer and the lower frequency is defined by the
large-scale instability of the vortex shedding. No unique power law of the relation
between Reynolds number and frequency had been found for both higher and lower
frequency modes in [59]. Sakamoto and Haniu (1990) [102] also presented a similar
result, although they just captured the value of frequency up to Reynolds number
15000.

5.2

A review of selected past numerical simulations for flows
past a sphere

Constantinescu and Squires (2003) [25] conducted a numerical investigation of a
turbulent flow past a sphere at the sub-critical regime using LES and Detached
Eddy Simulation (DES). In DES, a RANS solution with a modified Spalart-Allmaras
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model is used in the near wall region and LES is employed elsewhere. In DES, a
parameter CDES is introduced to define the thickness of the layer from the solid
boundary where the RANS computation is applied. The larger value of CDES represents the larger area of RANS application, for example, when CDES = 0, LES model
is applied to the whole computational domain. For LES case, in [25], the dynamic
Smagorisky model, which is based on the standard Smagorisky model, was applied
to predict a flow past a sphere. Further, sensitivity studies were conducted that analyzed the influence of CDES and discretization scheme on the accuracy of predicting
the flow data. Results showed that the flow statistics associated with high-frequency
motion such as small eddies in the wake region (occurring due to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability) and prediction of the shear tube can be successfully predicted by a 5th
order scheme with low CDES . However, for the case using low-resolution scheme or
a larger value of CDES , the flow became smooth and only the low-frequency motion
was captured. The authors concluded that the use of low-resolution scheme and
large value of CDES suppressed the development of high-frequency motion and led
to the inaccuracy of predicting the structure of wake flow. For other flow statistics,
such as the location of separation and skin friction, both LES and DES investigations
were in good agreement with experimental data. Two different modes of frequency,
which are related to the low frequency due to the instability of the separating shear
layer and the high frequency due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the vortex
shedding respectively, are also captured in this paper.

Another approach was proposed by Kim and Choi (2001) [59]. They presented
a Large Eddy Simulation using the immersed boundary method for turbulent flows
over a sphere. They tested two cases of flows with two different Reynolds numbers. The first one is at Reynolds number 3700 and the second at Reynolds number
10000. Both flows are transitional flows. The authors pointed out that both flows
have vortex sheets that are parallel to the stream-wise direction. At Reynolds number 3700, the wake remains laminar and only contains few vortices when x < D,
(where D is the diameter of the sphere and x denotes the distance from the sphere
surface in streamwise direction). The vortex sheet becomes unstable at approxi-
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mately x = 2D, where a transition to turbulence occurred. However, at Reynolds
number 10000, the vortex sheet instability occurred right behind the sphere, and
the flow was turbulent in the near wake region. These differences in flow behavior
led to the various values of base pressure and drag coefficient. The results showed
that at Reynolds number 3700, the base pressure of the flow is higher and the drag
coefficient is lower comparing to Reynolds number 10000.

Constantinescu et.al (2003) [24] proposed another numerical simulation for a
flow past a sphere at Reynolds number 10000 using four different RANS turbulent
models (two layer k − , k − ω, v 2 − f , Spalart-Allmaras), Dynamic Smagorinsky
model, and DES model. No-slip boundary condition was applied to the sphere
surface. Periodic boundary condition was imposed in the azimuthal direction. The
grid was sufficiently fine near the sphere surface in order to capture the small-scale
vortex motion near this boundary. The subgrid-scale viscosity computed by the
dynamic Smagorinsky model was averaged over the azimuthal direction, where the
flow is statistically homogeneous. In order to maintain the computational stability,
the subgrid-scale viscosity is not allowed to be negative. A classic implementation
of DES is used in [24], that is the subgrid stress is modeled by RANS (SpalartAllmaras model) in the near sphere region and by LES model for the rest of the
domain. Results showed that in the wake region, a large amount of small scale of
vortices was predicted by LES and DES. However, no vortices were detected by
RANS model in this region. The results of mean flow statistics in RANS, such as
mean drag coefficient, skin friction and pressure coefficients, were similar to LES
and DES. LES, DES and k − ω model had a superior agreement in drag coefficient
with experimental data. However, a poor prediction of drag coefficient was given
by k − . The reason for this poor result is that k −  was designed to solve the
case when the boundary layer is fully turbulent. However, the boundary layer in
this case remains laminar. The same reason can also be used to explain the poor
prediction of frequency and separation degree of the k −  model.
Recently, Rodríguez et al. (2010) [100] conduct a DNS of flow over a sphere
at Re=5000 using unstructured meshes. To study the effect of the support on
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which the sphere was mounted in the previous experiment, two geometries where
considered in [100]. One of them was a sphere without any supporting structure and
the other one is a support in a form of a stick behind the sphere. The instantaneous
results show that the presence of the stick seems to influence the vortex shedding
in the detached shear layer. The mean statistics of the simulation without support
in [100] show a discrepancy with the previous DNS computation [107], which is
explained by a possible inconsistencies in the time period used for accumulating
turbulence statistics in the analysis of simulations in [100, 107]. Apart from that,
the results obtained for the mean flow in [100] agree very well with those reported in
the literature. Another DNS of the flow past a sphere at Re=3700 was proposed by
Rodríguez (2011) et al. [99], where an instantaneous formation of three-dimensional
vortical structures is clearly shown and compared with other simulation available
in the literature. In addition in [99], an evolution of flow structures is present to
illustrate the mechanism of vortexes shedding near the sphere and formation in the
wake region.
In this Chapter, the test cases for the incompressible flows over a sphere at
moderate Reynolds numbers with a uniform ambient velocity profile are selected to
validate the new NFT MPDATA solver. The numerical results such as force coefficients, shedding frequency, velocity contours and vortex structures are compared
with those available in the literature. The simulations start with Re = 200. In this
regime, the flow stays laminar both in the vicinity of the solid boundary and in the
wake region.
As reported in the literature [77] and [134], the flow remains stable and axis
symmetric when Reynolds number is less than 210, therefore this Reynolds number
is chosen to investigate the mechanism of a steady flow. In the next simulation, the
Reynolds number is raised up to 300. In this regime, the flow becomes unsteady and
periodic. The shedding of vortices loops and planar symmetric phenomena are found
in this regime [54, 77]. Then the Reynolds number is set to be 400. It is reported
by Mittal [77] that the flow loses its planar symmetric property when the Reynolds
number is higher than 375. However, the experimental results from Sakamoto and
Haniu [102] show that the flow retains planar symmetry until Re = 420. It is inter-
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Figure 5: Layout of the computational domain.
esting to compare the result of the current solver with their finding. After that, the
Reynolds number is increased to 500. In this regime, the planar symmetry is lost
and the flow becomes more irregular while the flow remains laminar [136]. Finally,
the Reynolds number is increased to 5000 to simulate the case which has the features
of laminar separation, transition in the near wake region and the fully developed
turbulence in the wake.

5.3

Test cases specification

Figure 5 shows the specification of the computational domain in cross flow direction
for a flow past a sphere test case. The outer boundaries form a Lx × Ly × Lz =
20D × 20D × 20D cube. A sphere of a diameter D is located in the centre i.e.
x = 0.0, y = 0.0, z = 0.0 of the domain. The dimensions and boundary conditions
are also illustrated in Figure 5.
The mesh used in this case is a hybrid mesh composed of two parts. The
first part is a tetrahedral mesh, generated using Gambit [3]. It covers the domain
from the outer boundary toward 0.8D distance away from the centre of a sphere.
For clarity, the sphere here is denoted as intermediate sphere. After that, prismatic
layers are generated from the intermediate sphere to the solid sphere using an in59
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Figure 6: A highlight of a geometry G constructed by uniting a sphere, cylinder and
frustum.
house code. Specifically, the fully unstructured mesh is generated as follows. A
geometry (G) which is an unite of sphere, cylinder and frustum with the same
diameter 3.4D is firstly defined and highlighted using red lines in Figure 6. The
surface of G is used as the boundary to distinguish the domain between the outer
boundaries and the surface of G and the domain within G. Based on this setup,
a gradually stretching mesh cells toward the centre-line of the sphere and its wake
region can be defined. After that a intermediate sphere of diameter 1.6D is defined
inside G in order to further decrease the size of mesh cells. Before the volume
mesh is generated, the meshes on the geometry surface are defined on surfaces of
G, intermediate sphere and the outer boundary with the size of 0.06, 0.1 and 1
respectively. The growth rate of the volume mesh from G to intermediate sphere is
defined as 1.1 and from intermediate sphere to outer boundary is defined as 1.15.
Figure 7 shows the resulting computational mesh projected to the y-z plane and cut
through the centre of the domain. A separate mesh generation code is then applied
to generate a structured prismatic mesh from 0.8D to the solid sphere surface, layer
by layer using stretching function (136). The detail of the stretching function used
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Figure 7: Cross-section of the mesh for flow over a sphere.
in this study is documented in Appendix B. In this case, the constants P and Q
of the stretching function are set to be 1.8 and 2.0. The resulting thickness of the
first layer from the solid sphere is 1.4 × 10−2 while the average edge length on the
solid sphere is 3.4 × 10−2 . Away from the solid sphere, there are 9 layers generated
in the structured mesh and their thickness increases in the radial direction from the
cylinder. Each of the ratio of the thicknesses of two neighbouring layer does not
exceed 1.2. The total number of points in this mesh is 190327. A cross-section of
the mesh is shown in Figure 8.
A uniform flow with velocity components u = 1, v = 0, w = 0 is assumed
at the inlet and outlet boundaries. A non-slip boundary condition is imposed on
the solid surface of the sphere. On the rest of the boundaries, free-slip condition is
applied. The normal derivatives of residuals of pressure are assumed to be zero on
all boundaries. The flow is initiated by assuming free stream values of velocity i.e.
u = 1, v = 0, w = 0 in the whole computational domain. Absorbers that attenuate
the solution toward the free stream velocity components are used near the boundary
of inlet and outlet. Specifically, the absorbing layers are activated at the location of
2.0D away from all the outer boundaries. No pre-conditioner in Poisson equations
solver is applied. To initiate the Navier-Stokes solution, the potential flow is solved.
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Figure 8: Highlight of the cross-section of prismatic mesh for a flow over a sphere
at low Reynolds number test cases.
After that, the normalized Navier-Stokes equations (6-7) are solved using NFT MP0

DATA scheme. The time step is made non-dimensional using 4t = 4t · U∞ /L∞ .
The CFL number is set to be 0.5, leading to time step equal 2.5×10−3 . For Re=200,
the simulation is ran for non-dimensional time T=200. As the Reynolds number increases, the flow becomes periodic and complex. In order to obtain a reliable sample
of results, a longer period of running is applied. For Re = 300, the simulation is
ran up to T=300 while T=400 is applied for both Re=400 and 500. The same mesh
and test case specifications are applied for Re=200, 300, 400 and 500.

The forces acting on the sphere are integrated over the surface of the sphere.
These three forces are defined as
ˆ "
Fi =
S

∂ui ∂uj
(p − p∞ ) dxi − ν
+
∂xj
∂xi

!

#

dxi ,

where i, j = 1, 2, 3 denotes three direction components of the Cartesian coordinate
system, S denotes the sphere surface, p∞ is the ambient pressure and ν is the
kinematic viscosity. These forces can be made non-dimensional, leading to the
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definition of drag coefficient and two side force coefficients
Cd =

F1
,
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(117)

Cy =

F2
,
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(118)

Cz =

F3
,
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(119)

where ρ = 1 is the ambient density, U∞ = 1 is the ambient velocity, A is the characteristic area. For the sphere, A = π( D2 )2 .
The pressure coefficient (Cp ) at a point is calculated according to
Cp =

p − p∞
,
1
2
ρU∞
2

(120)

where p is the pressure at a point, p∞ is the ambient pressure which is 0, ρ = 1 is
the ambient density and U∞ = 1 is the ambient velocity.

For Reynolds numbers equal to 400 and 500, five probe points are placed in
the wake region according to [17] to monitor the time dependent flow variables. The
location of the probes are shows in Table 1.

Probe
Probe
Probe
Probe
Probe

1
2
3
4
5

Coordinate x
2.5D
2.5D
2.5D
2.5D
2.5D

Coordinate y
-1.5D
1.5D
0.0
0.0
0.0

Coordinate z
0.0
0.0
-1.5D
1.5D
0.0

Table 1: Location of probe points at low Reynolds numbers.
The frontal stationary point is defined as the point on the sphere surface which
is at the position of x = −0.5D, y = 0.0D, z = 0.0D while the rear stationary point
is located at x = 0.5D, y = 0.0D, z = 0.0D. The illustration of azimuth is shown in
Figure 9. The azimuthal angle is measured from the frontal stationary point toward
the rear stationary point. That is, the azimuthal angle is 0◦ at the frontal stationary
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point and 180◦ at the rear stationary point.

Figure 9: An illustration of the position of frontal stationary point, rear stationary
point, probes and the definition of azimuth.
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5.4

Results and discussion for Re=200

The time history of drag coefficient and side force coefficients over the simulation
time T = 100 to T = 200 are showed in Figure 10(a) and 10(b). It can be observed
that the drag and side force coefficients all tend to converge after T=60, which
implies that this is when the flow already reaches a steady state. The drag coefficient
is averaged over the time interval from T = 60 to T = 200, resulting in the time0

averaged drag coefficient Cd = 7.74 × 10−1 with amplitude Cd = 2.92 × 10−4 . The
corresponding time-averaged side force coefficients are Cy = −8.79 × 10−4 and Cz =
0

0

−3.67 × 10−3 with amplitudes Cy = 4.21 × 10−5 and Cz = 4.21 × 10−5 respectively.
0

0

As Cy and Cz are close to 0, we can assume that the flow is axis-symmetric in this
case. The resulting drag coefficient is in good agreement with the experimental,
theoretical and numerical data [68, 86, 128].
Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate the contours of u and v components of velocity
in x-y plane respectively. The contours of u are drawn from level −0.3 to 1 with
an increment of 0.1 while the contours of v are drawn from level −0.5 to 0.5 with
an increment of 0.05. The contour at level 0 is omitted in both figures. It can be
observed that both contour plots are symmetric around the centre line.
Figure 13 represents the velocity streamlines in the x-y plane cutting through
the centre of the sphere while Figure 14 shows the streamlines of velocity in the
x-z plane. It can be observed that the two recirculations in the wake region of the
sphere are symmetric about the centre line (y=0, z=0). The planar symmetry in
these two figures implies that the flow in the wake region is axis-symmetric. This
result confirms the experimental observation by Taneda [129] and the numerical
result provided by Gushchin and Matyushin [44].
The separation angle and the length of recirculation bubble are two of the most
important statistics used to verify the quality of the simulation for a axis-symmetric
flow. In the present study, the position of separation point on the sphere surface
is found by checking the first point above the sphere that has an inverse velocity
gradient. The azimuthal angle is used to describe the position separation point on
the sphere surface. The resulting separation angle φs is equal to 116.8◦ , which is in
good agreement with the previous numerical and experimental results [17, 80, 136].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Time history of drag and side force coefficients.
The recirculation bubble length (Lr ) is measured from the rear stationary point
to the saddle point of the recirculation bubbles, as illustrated in Figure 13. The
resulting Lr in both x-y plane and x-z plane is 1.42D. This result agrees well with
the literature [17, 80, 136]. The position of recirculation bubble focus which is also
demonstrated in Figure 13 (xc = 0.36D, yc = 0.88D). The same result is reported
by Johnson and Patel [54].
As the fully unstructured mesh is applied in this test case, it is difficult to have
a homogeneous distribution of mesh points on the sphere surface. In order to obtain
a suitable representation of the result, the values of Cp are averaged according to
the azimuthal angle. Specifically, the Cp is first calculated at every mesh point on
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Figure 11: Contours of instantaneous velocity component u at T=200 for flow over
a sphere at Re=200 in x-y plane.

Figure 12: Contours of instantaneous velocity component v at T=200 for flow over
a sphere at Re=200 in x-y plane.
the surface of the sphere. After that, the points that belong to the same azimuthal
angle are accumulated and then averaged. Figure 15 shows the comparison of the
instantaneous pressure coefficient at T = 200 with the result from Tomboulides and
Orszag [136]. The x-axis represents the azimuthal angle which is 0◦ at the frontal
stationary point and 180◦ at the rear stationary point. As can be seen, the results
from the present study agree well with the results from [136]. However, the Cp at
θ = 20◦ and θ = 180◦ do not match exactly. Lee [66] investigated the impact of
the size of computational domain on Cp distribution. He found that the distance
(Lf ) from the inflow boundary to the frontal stationary point can effect Cp near
the frontal stationary point. The results from Lee show that the Cp can be greater
than expected if a smaller Lf is applied. Another reason for the small discrepancies
between the results may be due to the mesh distribution on the surface of the sphere.
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Figure 13: Streamlines of the instantaneous velocity v = (u, v, w) at T=200 for flow
over a sphere at Re=200 in x-y plane.

Figure 14: Streamlines of the instantaneous velocity v = (u, v, w) at T=200 for flow
over a sphere at Re=200 in x-z plane.
As can be seen in the Figures 13, 14 and 15, the velocity components and pressure
change rapidly near the frontal stationary point. This implies that a finer mesh
is required to capture the dramatic change of flow properties. In addition, as a
triangular mesh is defined on the sphere surface, there is no guarantee that there is
a grid point placed exactly at the frontal stationary point, which may contribute to
the small discrepancies between present result and the result from [136].
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Figure 15: The distribution of pressure coefficient around the surface of the sphere
according to azimuthal angle θ for the flow over a sphere at Re=200.

5.5

Results and discussion for Re=300

For this test case, the drag coefficient and the coefficients of two side forces which are
perpendicular to the stream-wise direction are calculated. In this test case, the flow
is symmetric about a plane which adapt its position to fit to the plane which has the
largest width in the sweep direction. The reasons and evidence of this phenomenon
are discussed in this section. The lift coefficient is calculated according to
Cl =

FLif t
.
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(121)

Figure 16 shows the time history of drag coefficient from T= 250 to 300 and indicates
its periodic nature. The definitions of amplitude and a shedding period Φ are also
demonstrated in the figure. The drag coefficient is averaged over a time interval
0

from T=250 to 300, leading to Cd = 0.665 with the amplitude Cd = 0.003. Figure
17 shows the time history for Cl for the same time interval. It also has a periodic
character. The time-averaged lift coefficient Cl over this period is equal to −6.28 ×
0

10−2 with the amplitude Cl = 1.95 × 10−2 . Johnson and Patel [54] reported Cd =
0

0.656 and Cd = 3.5×10−3 for this case. The Cl obtained in [55] is equal to −6.9×10−2
0

0

with Cl = 1.6 × 10−2 . Jones and Clarke [55] reported Cd = 0.668 and Cd = 0.004
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using the Fluet code. Ploumhans et al. [92] used vortex methods and provided a
0

slightly higher value of Cd = 0.683 with Cd = 2.5 × 10−3 as well as Cl = −6.1 × 10−2
0

and Cl = 1.4×10−2 . Mikhailov and Silva Freire [76] reported an empirical expression
of Cd in terms of Reynolds number based on the previous experimental results,
0

0

providing Cd = 0.654. Overall, Cd , Cd , Cl and Cl obtained from the present study
agree well with the results reported in the literature.

Figure 16: Time history of drag coefficient measured from T=250 to T=300 for flow
over a sphere at Re=300. The definition of amplitude and shedding period are also
illustrated in this figure.
It is stated in the literature that the vortexes start to shed periodically from
the sphere at Re=300. In order to investigate the shedding mechanism, the Strouhal
number (St ) is computed. The St number obtained from Figure 16 is 0.131. The
result from Johnson and Patel [54] is 0.137. Jones and Clarke [55] reported St =
0.133 while Ploumhans et al. [92] obtained St = 0.135. Constantinescu et al. [24]
reported St = 0.136 while Tomboulides and Orszag [136] obtained St = 0.136. The
St calculated in the present study is overall about 2% lower than the average St
from the literature. The gap between the results maybe due to the use of different
blockage ratios. Ploumhans et al. [92] postulated that the St may be influenced
by the extension of the computational domain. The outlet boundary used in [136]
is Xout = 25, which is defined as the distance away from the centre of the sphere,
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Figure 17: Time history of lift coefficient from T=250 to T=300 for flow over a
sphere at Re=300.
yielding 2.5 times lager domain than the one used in the present study. Johnson
and Patel [54] used Xout = 15 which is 1.5 times larger. On the other hand, Johnson
and Patel [54] speculated that the St can be affected by an effective blockage which
is defined as the frontal area of sphere divided by the frontal area of computational
domain. The effective blockage in the present study is 0.39% which is greater than
0.11% used by Johnson and Patel [54] and also greater than 0.31% used by Jones
and Clarke [55]. As the extended distance of the outlet boundary and the effective
blockage are both smaller than the ones in the literature, the results obtained in the
present study are relatively accurate.
In order to further reveal the shedding mechanism and the vortex structure,
the visualization of the vortex cone is required. In this test case, the positive second
invariant of the deformation tensor (Q) proposed by Jeong and Hussain [52] is applied. The Q-method is one of the methods that is used to identify the structure of
vortex in the flow [54, 55, 92]. By using this method, the three-dimensional vortex
structures can be visualized by plotting the iso-surface of the values of Q. In [52],
the Q value is defined as
1
Q = (Ωij Ωij − Sij Sij ),
2

(122)

∂ui
∂ui
j
j
where Sij = 12 ( ∂x
+ ∂u
) is the strain rate tensor and Ωij = 21 ( ∂x
− ∂u
) is the rotation
∂xi
∂xi
j
j
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rate tensor. In this study, the Q-method is applied to visualize the shedding process
in the wake flow.
Figure 18 shows the instantaneous contours of positive second invariant of the
deformation tensor at different angles. Figure 18a is drawn in plane y = z while
Figure 18b is drawn in plane y = −z. The axises in Figure 18c are rotated, to obtain
a clear demonstration of the three-dimensional vortex structures. Although the tail

Figure 18: Visualization of vortex structures at different view angles using Q-method
for Re=300.
of the iso-surface is dissipated as the mesh that is close to the outlet boundary
becomes coarse and enters the absorbing boundary condition zone, the figure shows
clearly the hairpin structure (vortex ring) in the wake region. The first panel shows
that the vortex is symmetric about plane y = z, which confirms the conclusion of
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Jones and Clarke [55] that the planar symmetry still exists when Re = 300.
It can be observed from panels (a) and (b) in Figure 18 that the symmetry
plane in the present test case is not in the x-y plane. As reported by Johnson and
Patel [54], the symmetry plane should coincide with the plane that has a longest
length in the cross flow direction if no extra condition which constrains the symmetry
plane is applied in the numerical experiment. In the present study, the vortex
shedding of the wake flow is triggered naturally by the round-off error. No extra
constraints are applied to force the symmetry plane to be fixed at the x−y plane. As
the outer boundary in this test case has a shape of a cube, the width of plane y = z
is the largest in all the planes in the cross flow direction. Therefore, the streamlines
and vortex structure are shown on symmetry plane y = z and the corresponding
perpendicular plane y = −z. The shift of the angle of symmetry plane can also
be confirmed by looking at the time history of Cy and Cz . Figure 19 shows the
time history of coefficients of two side forces. As can be seen these two coefficients
are symmetric about the x-axis. The net force the in cross-stream direction can be
estimated by combining two side force vectors together. The resulting force acts in
the plane y = z. Consequently, the symmetry plane is fixed in plane y = −z.

Figure 19: Time history of side force coefficients recorded between T=250 and
T=300 for flow over a sphere at Re=300.
In order to further test the accuracy of the current flow solver and investigate
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the symmetric pattern, the streamlines on the symmetry plane y = −z and its
perpendicular plane y = z are drawn and compared with those reported in the
literature. The streamlines on plane y = −z are plotted in Figure 20. These
streamlines are constructed using Tecplot [130] by first creating a plane y = −z and
mapping the values of instantaneous velocities there. The streamlines of velocity
are then created by using surface streamlines option, which projects the original
velocity into the extracted plane y = −z. The projected velocity streamlines in
the y = −z plane is drawn and compared with result from [54]. Although the
streamlines of in-plane velocity cannot represent the trace of particle, they can
offer a clear illustration of flow mechanism in the wake region. In addition, in
order to show the process of vortex shedding, a complete period of vortex shedding
Φ = 2π is demonstrated by using four plots of velocity streamlines. Each of the plots
represents the instantaneous status of the flow in terms of velocity streamlines at
every quarter of Φ. Figure 20 shows the instantaneous in-plane velocity streamlines
for every quarter of a complete shedding period Φ. The domain showed in both
panels is in the range of x = −1 to x = 9, y = −1.5 to y = 1.5. At Φ = 0,
the recirculation in the lower half of the domain starts to form with the focus
located at about x = 0.8, y = −0.32, while the focus of the upper half recirculation
is about x = 0.85, y = 0.16. As can be seen, the upper focus is surrounded by
the streamlines that spin outward. This focus is named an unsteady focus [54].
On contrary, the focus of the lower half recirculation is surrounded by streamlines
that spin inward, and is named "steady focus". At Φ = π/2, the size of lower
recirculation grows and moves downstream. Consequently, the position of the focus
of lower recirculation travels to about x = 0.93, y = −0.30. Afterwards, the upper
recirculation is compressed and the focus of it moves backward to x = 0.79, y = 0.20.
The upper focus remains unsteady while the lower one is steady. At Φ = π, the lower
recirculation moves further downstream and becomes slightly closer to the centre
line (y = 0). Its focus is at x = 1.22, y = −0.27 while the upper focus is located at
x = 0.76, y = 0.24. It can be observed that the upper focus changes from unsteady
into steady state, and the lower one turns into an unsteady focus. At Φ = 3π/2, the
lower recirculation is dissipated. The upper recirculation starts to grow, resulting in
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Figure 20: Streamlines of the projected instantaneous velocity on plane y = −z for
every quarter of a complete shedding period Φ for flow over a sphere at Re=300.
the focus at location x = 0.81, y = 0.20. The upper focus remains steady while the
lower focus is unsteady. This vortex shedding process agrees well with the results
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of Johnson and Patel [54].
The projected velocity streamlines on the plane y = z are plotted in Figure 21
using a similar visualization setup as that applied in Figure 20. As expected, the
symmetric flow pattern is maintained after the flow is established. The foci for all
plots in Figure 21 are align in the vertical direction. From Φ = 0 to Φ = π, the foci
of both recirculations keep moving downstream from about x = 0.95 to x = 1.05.
At Φ = 3π/2, the foci of both upper and lower recirculation move upstream, back
to the position at about x = 0.9. This corresponds to the Φ = 3π/2 in Figure
21, where the lower recirculation is dissipated and the upper recirculation starts to
grow. The foci of both of upper and lower recirculations at Φ = 0 and Φ = π/2
are unstable while the foci at Φ = π and Φ = 3π/2 are stable. Through the whole
period Φ, the streamlines at the far wake region are symmetric about the plane
y = −z. This planar symmetry phenomenon observed in the present study confirms
the experimental observations by Sakamoto and Haniu [102, 103]. It also agrees
well with the results of numerical experiments [66, 77, 137]. The symmetry plane
is fixed, which also agrees well with the previous studies [66, 77, 137]. In [54], the
authors found that there exit two types of foci in the streamlines plot in the plane
perpendicular to the symmetry plane. One of them is surrounded by the spiral of
streamlines directed inward while the spiral of streamlines is directed outward in
the other one. However, this phenomenon is not found in the present study. Only
outward streamlines can be observed in Figure 21.
To investigate the periodic flow in the wake, a three-dimensional identification
using Q-method is applied in this test case. Figure 22 shows the vortex structure
in the wake region using the Q-method for every quarter of period Φ. At Φ = 0, a
smaller vortex ring (hairpin vortice) is generated from the lower half of the sphere.
This vortex ring is related to the vortex below the centre line presented in Figure 20.
At the rear of the vortex structure, a larger vortex ring is detected. At Φ = π/2, the
smaller vortex ring moves downstream, which corresponds to the moving of lower
focus in Figure 20. The larger vortex ring starts to disconnect from the main vortex
structure. At Φ = π, it is difficult to identify the smaller vortex because it merges
with the remaining structure of the larger vortex. On the other hand, the larger
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Figure 21: Streamlines of the projected instantaneous velocity on plane y = z for
every quarter of a complete shedding period Φ for flow over a sphere at Re=300.
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vortex ring moves further downstream, dissipates into a ring-like structure. A the
same time, a piece of small vortex is shed above the centre line and begins to move
downstream. At Φ = 3π/2, the smaller vortex ring below keeps moving along the
stream-wise direction. A new vortex ring is generated in the lower half of the sphere.
The topology of the vortexes’ structure and the process of vortex shedding agree
well with results from the previous studies [54, 55].

Figure 22: Visualization of vortex structure using Q-method in every quarter of a
complete period Φ at Re=300.
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Figure 23 shows the out-of-plane vorticity contours ωz at the x − y plane at
every quarter of period Φ. The negative contours are denoted using dashed lines
while the positive ones by solid lines. It can be observed that the negative contours
dominate the domain above the centre line while the positive ones dominate the
lower half. At period Φ = 0, there is a small part of the positive contours below the
centre line detached from the main structure of vorticity. The area of the negative
contours is slightly larger than that for the positive contours. At period Φ = π/2,
the negative contours are further dissipated. It needs to be pointed out that there is
a wave-shaped part of vorticity separated from the main part of negative vorticity
contours near the centre line. This part of vorticity is pointing toward the positive
part of the contours. At period Φ = π, the wave-like negative vorticity contours
already become part of the domain dominated by positive contours. This interaction
between positive and negative part of vorticity contours confirms the numerical
result from Johnson and Patel [54] and the experimental result from Williamson
[143]. Additionally for this period, the dissipated negative part of vorticity finally
breaks down and disconnects from the main contours. At Φ = 3π/2, the positive
contours are about to break down. These contours then develop into the separated
segments of the positive vorticity below the centre line at Φ = 0.
Figure 24 shows the distribution of the mean pressure coefficient on the surface
of the sphere. The result is compared with the numerical results produced by Lee
[66]. Overall, the result agrees well with the previous result presented in [66] but for
θ = 0◦ and θ = 20◦ . Similarly to Re=200, these discrepancies may be due to a small
Lf and different mesh distribution near the frontal stationary point. The difference
between two results becomes smaller after θ = 40◦ .
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Figure 23: Out-of-plane instantaneous vorticity contours ωz in x-y plane for every
quarter of a complete period Φ at Re=300.
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Figure 24: The distribution of pressure coefficient on the surface of sphere according
to azimuthal angle for flow over a sphere at Re=300, a comparison with the result
reported by Lee [66].

5.6

Results and discussion for Re=400

To verify the results, the drag coefficient and side force coefficients are computed
from the forces acting on the sphere. Figure 25 shows the time history of drag
coefficient from T=300 to 400. The pattern is more irregular than that for the case
of Re = 300. The mean drag coefficient (Cd ) obtained from this time interval is
0

0.609 with Cd = 4.68 × 10−3 . This result agrees well with Kalro and Tezduyar
[56] who obtained Cd = 0.619 in their numerical simulation. The experimental
result obtained from Schlichting et al. [104] is Cd ≈ 0.60 . Brown and Lawler
[15] proposed an empirical expression of Cd in terms of Reynolds number based
on the previous experimental and numerical results. The Cd calculated using their
expression is 0.6102. Another Cd which is calculated from the expression of Turton
and Levenspiel et al. [138] is 0.6099. Overall, the results obtained from the present
study is in good agreement with numerical, experimental and analytical expression
results reported in other studies.
The characteristic frequencies of vortex shedding in the wake region are obtained from the power spectrum study based on the time-dependent velocity profile
recorded at the monitoring probe points listed in table (1). Figure 26(a) shows the
stream-wise velocity at probe points from T=300 to 400 and its corresponding power
spectrum on the left-hand side. The power spectrum here are obtained by taking
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Figure 25: The time history of drag coefficient between T=250 to T=300 for flow
over a sphere at Re=400.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of velocity component w with applying a rectangular
window (the use of window here is a technique to reduce the error caused by using
FFT for the non-integer period signal). After that the square of the resulting spectrum of w is normalized to obtain a distribution of power according to frequency.
This is executed by multiplying the square of spectrum of w by 1/N where N is
the number of points in the sample. Figure 26 shows the time history of velocity
component w recorded at the first four probes. As it can be seen, w is oscillating
around w = 1.05 with the amplitude of 0.004 − 0.02. The velocity w in the Probe 5,
which is located in the centre line of the near wake (x = 2.5D, y = 0.0, z = 0.0), has
a larger amplitude. This implies that the flow is more chaotic in this location than
in others. The plots of power spectrum on the right-hand side illustrate the corresponding characteristic frequency of vortex shedding. A common frequency 0.135
is observed from the frequency plots. Here, the Strouhal number (St ) is calculated
based on expression
St =

f L∞
,
U∞

(123)

where f denotes the frequency, L∞ is the characteristic length and U∞ is the characteristic velocity. As L∞ and U∞ are both set to be an unit, the value of St is equal
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to f . Therefore, the common St in Figure 26(b) is 0.135, which agrees well with the
experimental results (St = 0.130 − 0.145) from Sakamoto and Haniu [103]. Lee [66]
used a fully symmetric mesh system to simulate the case of flow over a sphere for
Re=400. In [66], an artificial perturbation of velocity signal was introduced to trigger the periodic flow. St = 0.137 was obtained in this experiment. Overall, the St
obtained from the present study is consistent with those reported in the literature.
For the power spectrum plots of Probe 2 and Probe 4, a lower frequency around
0.005 is detected. Kalro and Tezduyar [56] simulated the flow over a sphere at Re
= 400 using finite element method for a long shedding period. They reported that
the symmetry plane is rotated with a very low frequency (≈ 0.0067), which maybe
corresponding to the lower frequency detected in the present study.
For a better understanding of the vortex shedding mechanism, the threedimensional vortex structures are firstly identified by using the Q-method defined
in equation (122). However, the resulting vortical structures are not clear enough.
Hence, an alternative method, the λ2 method [52] is applied to visualize the wake
flow. Figure 27 shows the instantaneous vortical structure of the wake region for the
time interval from T=300 to 400 at different angles which are obtained by rotating
the y-z plane clock-wise by 158◦ and 109◦ respectively. Unlike the planar symmetric hairpin structure at Re = 300, planar symmetry pattern cannot be observed in
this case. It is clearly shown in the bottom panel, that two threads of the wake
extended from the sphere are twisted. A vortex ring which is similar to the case
Re = 300 (Figure 18) is detected at the rear of the main vortex structure. However,
this vortex ring is slightly rotated, implying a rotation of the symmetry plane. This
phenomenon confirms the numerical result of Mittal [77].
Another visualization of vortex structure is performed in Figure 28 in terms of
out-of-plane vorticity. In this figure, the instantaneous out of plane vorticity ωz on
the plane z = 0 is drawn for every quarter of shedding period Φ. The contours are
constructed from ωz = −2 to 2 with increment 0.5. The contour at 0 level is omitted
in this case. The dashed lines represent the negative contours while the solid lines
denote the positive ones. As shown in the figure, the negative contours dominate the
upper half-domain and a small part below the centre line in the near wake region.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 26: (a) The time history of stream-wise velocity at five probe points from
T=300 to 400, (b) The corresponding power spectrum of stream-wise velocity. Details of the position of the probe points are summarized in Table (1).
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Figure 27: Visualization of vortex structure using λ2 method at different view angles.
On the other hand, the positive contours dominate the lower half of the domain. At
Φ = 0, the negative and the positive contours in the vicinity of the rear of the sphere
are almost symmetric. Both negative and positive contours are bent upward. At
Φ = π/2, the negative contours are further dissipated. The tail of the negative part
is about to detach from the main vorticity structure. The negative contours in the
rear of the sphere grow and the positive part is compressed. At Φ = π, the negative
contours break down and a segment of the negative contour detaches from the major
part. The positive part of the contours is extended by comparison with those at
Φ = π/2. Near the rear of the sphere, the negative contours almost dominate the
area. At Φ = 3π/2, the negative contours start to grow, in preparation for the next
period of shedding. The wave-like negative vorticity interacting with the positive
contours in Re = 300 (Section 5.5) is not detected in this case.
For the case with lower Reynolds number, for example Re = 300, the angle of
the symmetry plane remains unchanged through time after the flow is established.
As explained by Mittal [77], the stability of planar symmetry angle is decided by the
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Figure 28: Out-of-plane instantaneous vorticity contours ωz in x-y plane for every
quarter of a complete period Φ at Re=400.
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side forces. Therefore, the existence of the steady planar symmetry can be determined by investigating the variation of the side forces [77]. Figure 29 demonstrates
the time history of two side force coefficients. The time-averaged side force coefficients Cy and Cz are −2.45 × 10−2 and 4.083 × 10−2 respectively. Different from
Figure 19 for Re=300, the periodic pattern is not observed and there is not a phase
shift correlation between the two coefficients. The net value of this two coefficients
at every time step is not 0, therefore, the direction of the net force is no longer on
the plane y = z. The magnitude of time-averaged values implies that the symmetry
plane is located between plane y = 0 and plane z = 0. However, the angle of symmetry plane is no longer maintained in this case.

Figure 29: The time history of side force coefficients between T=300 and T=400 for
flow over a sphere at Re=400.
To further investigate the difference between the result for Re = 300 and Re =
400, the instantaneous streamlines on same planes, y = −z, y = z, are drawn in
Figure 30. The domain shown in both panels is in the range of x = −1 to x = 9 and
y = −1.5 to y = 1.5. In the top panel, the foci of upper and lower recirculations are
both unstable with the focus of the lower recirculation located further downstream
than the upper one. The tail of the lower recirculation is pointing to the centre
line. This implies that the flow is at the stage which is slightly before that at
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Figure 30: Streamlines of the projected instantaneous velocity on plane y = −z for
flow over a sphere at Re=400.
stage Φ = π in Figure 20. A significant difference between the case Re = 300 and
Re = 400 is found in the second panel. The streamlines in the y = z plane are no
longer symmetric. Although the foci of both upper and lower recirculation bubbles
are almost aligned vertically, the size of the upper bubble is clearly larger than the
lower one. The streamlines of the upper half in the far wake region are bent toward
the lower half. These two plots of the streamlines can further confirm the planar
symmetry is lost in this case. This result confirms the report from Tomboulides
and Orszag [136] that the symmetry plane is lost between Re = 350 to 450. It
is also in consistence with the result of Mittal [77]. However, it conflicts with the
experimental results reported by Sakamoto and Haniu [103].
The Cp around the sphere is also computed and averaged using the same
method as that applied for Re = 200. The result is compared with the result from
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Re = 300. Figure 31 demonstrates the resulting Cp versus azimuth angle, which
is measured from the frontal stationary point toward the rear stationary point on
the sphere surface. As it can be seen, Cp at the frontal stationary point is lower
than the one for Re = 300. After that, the two lines are almost overlapped. The
difference between them occurs at angle around θ = 73◦ . The discrepancies between
the two lines become wider, and Cp for Re = 400 is higher than the other one. The
Cp at θ = 120◦ for Re = 300 is clearly lower than θ = 140◦ while no significant
differences are observed between these two points for Re = 400. The slope of the
line for Re = 400 increases from around θ = 140◦ , resulting in a higher Cp at the
rear stationary point for Re = 400.

Figure 31: The distribution of pressure coefficient around the surface of sphere
according to azimuthal angle for flow over a sphere at Re=400, compared with the
result for Re=300.
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5.7

Results and discussion for Re=500

Figure 32 shows the time history of drag coefficient from T=300 to 400 for Re=500.
Similarly to the result at Re = 400, no significant periodic pattern is observed in
this figure. The time-averaged Cd calculated from this time interval is 0.574 with
0

Cd = 7.3×10−3 . Bagchi et al. [4] found Cd = 0.555. Campregher et al. [17] obtained
Cd = 0.520 using an immersed boundary method. A review of drag coefficient by
Krumins [62] reported Cd = 0.527 for Re = 600. An empirical expression from
Brown and Lawler [15] yields Cd = 0.566. Another Cd which is calculated from the
empirical expression of Turton et al. [138] is 0.587. Overall, the Cd obtained from
the present study is consistent with numerical and experimental studies and in good
agreement with the results from the empirical expression. [15, 17, 138]

Figure 32: The time history of drag coefficient from T=300 to T=400 for flow over
a sphere at Re=500.
The side force coefficients recorded between T = 300 to T = 400 for Re = 500
with the same time interval in y-axis for Re = 400 are shown in Figure 33. The
time-averaged side force coefficients Cy and Cz are 2.75 × 10−2 and 3.54 × 10−2
0

0

with the amplitude Cy = 2.40 × 10−2 and Cz = 2.02 × 10−2 respectively. No significant periodic pattern can be observed from this figure which implies the loss of
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planar symmetry and a more chaotic shedding mechanism compared to the case
for Re = 300. The time-averaged values for both coefficients are both above zero
through the whole time interval, which is different in comparison to the case for
Re = 400. The same sign of the two coefficients implies that the symmetry plane
is no longer located between planes y = 0 and z = 0. The static symmetry plane
about y = −z no longer exists. The pattern indicates that more chaotic shedding
mechanism than those at Re = 400 occurs in the wake region.

Figure 33: The time history of side force coefficients recorded from T=300 to T=400
for flow over a sphere at Re=500.
Similarly to the flow pattern at Re = 400, the main vortex shedding frequencies are estimated by investigating the power spectrum of the time history of
instantaneous velocity component w at the monitoring probe points located as listed
in table (1). The resulting time-dependent velocity plots at five probes and their
corresponding power spectra are shown in Figure 34(a) and 34(b). It shows that the
common frequency found in these plots is 0.165, yielding St = 0.165 according to
equation (123). Tomboulides and Orszag [136] obtained St = 0.167 while Bagchi et
al. [4] reported St = 0.175. Lee [66] obtained St = 0.164 from numerical simulation
while Sakamoto and Haniu [102] reported St = 0.17 − 0.18 from their experiment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 34: (a) The time history of velocity component w at five probe points recorded
from T=200 to 400, (b) The corresponding power spectrum of velocity component
w. Detail of the position of the probe points are summarized in Table (1).
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Overall, the dominant St number in the present study is in good agreement with
the previous results. It should be pointed out that for all the probes, a lower frequency in the range from 0.4 to 0.49 is recorded. Lee [66] reported that there exist a
lower frequency of 0.043 for Re=500. Tomboulides and Orszag [136] also detected a
similar lower frequency of about 0.045 in their numerical simulation. It is reported
that the low frequency is corresponding to the irregular rotation of the separation
position on the surface of the sphere [136]. The existence of lower frequency in the
present study matches well with results from literature.
The existence of two different frequencies leads to a more chaotic and complex vortex structures in the wake region. To investigate the change of shedding
mechanism compared to the planar symmetric case, the three-dimensional vortex
structures are identified using Q-method defined in (122). As mentioned above,
the lower frequency may imply that the separation point is rotating in time. Considering that the length of the computational domain between the sphere and the
outflow is just long enough to show the development of vortex shedding for one period, a visualization of two successive periods of vortex structures is plotted. Figure
35 demonstrates the three-dimensional vortex structures for two continual shedding
periods. Figure 35(a) shows every quarter of a complete shedding period Φ while
Figure 35(b) shows the following shedding period which is also divided into four
equal intervals. As can be seen, at Φ = 0 in Figure 35(a), a hairpin vortex is shedding from the rear of the sphere. Two threads of vortex extended from the rear of
the sphere are clearly non-symmetric. As the flow develops, the hairpin structure
moves further downstream and grows at Φ = π/2. The vortex ring is highly diffusive
and a part of the structure is already out of the frame. The left end of the lower
thread is detached from the rear of the sphere and becomes a part of the hairpin
structure. At Φ = π, the hairpin structure develops and becomes a ring-like vortex.
The thread in the lower half is further absorbed by the hairpin structure.

A new

hairpin structure is generated and about to shed from the rear of the sphere. At
Φ = 3π/2, the vortex ring is in the similar position as the previous one at Φ = 0.
The thread in the lower half of the panel disappears and becomes a part of the ring
structure. Then, a new vortex is shedding from the sphere. The vortex ring which
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Figure 35: Visualization of vortex structures of flow over a sphere at Re=500. Two
periods of shedding process are shown in order to compare the rotation of separation
angle (a) The vortex structures of every quarter of a complete period Φ. (b) The
vortex structures of the following shedding period of (a)
.
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is just forming from the rear of the sphere at Φ = 3π/2 has a different rotation
angle from the one at Φ = 0. It implies that the separation angle is changing from
period to period. This phenomenon can be clearly identified by comparing the angle
at which the vortex ring is shed from a sphere at the same phase of two sequential
periods. Take Φ = 0 and Φ = 2π from Figure 35(a) and Figure 35(b) for example,
it shows clearly that the angles at which the hairpin structure is shedding from the
rear of the sphere are different. This change of the separation angle corresponds to
the lower frequency detected from the velocity history, which confirms the findings
reported by Tomboulides and Orszag [136].
The wake structure can be further investigated by looking at the out-of-plane
vorticity contours. Figure 36 illustrates the contours of instantaneous out-of-plane
ωz on the plane z = 0 for every quarter of period Φ corresponding to the higher
frequency. Similarly to the plots of vorticity contours for the cases at lower Reynolds
numbers, the upper half of the domain in every panel is dominated by the negative
vorticity while the positive vorticity dominates the lower half. The oscillation of
the shear layer, in this case, is wider in the sweep direction than it was in the case
for Re = 400. The location of the breakdown of vorticity becomes closer toward
the sphere when compared to Re = 400 flow. A larger number of small pieces of
vorticity are generated, develop and interact with each other behind the sphere. This
leads to more chaotic vorticity pattern in the near wake region. One can observe in
the case of Re = 400 (Figure 28) that the negative and positive vorticity contours
are distinct in the far wake region. However, the negative and positive vorticity
segments interact with each other in the far wake which may result from the larger
oscillation of vorticity in the cross flow direction and the existence of two frequencies
in the near wake region.
Although the wake region for this Reynolds number becomes more chaotic, it
still remains laminar. In order to verify the characteristic vortex structure in the
wake region, the power spectrum of the probe point in the centre line is redrawn
using a log-log plot for both Re = 400 and 500. The resulting plot is compared
with the (−5/3) slope in Figure 37. The red curve in Figure 37(a) is the power
spectrum of probe 5 for Re = 400 while Figure 37(b) represents the spectrum for
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Figure 36: Out-of-plane vorticity contours ωz in x-y plane for every quarter of a
complete period Φ at Re=500.
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Figure 37: The power spectrum of the velocity component u at Probe 5 for the cases
of two Reynolds numbers (a) Re=400 (b) Re=500. Details of the position of the
probe points are summarized in Table (1).
.
Re = 500. The black dashed line in both figures is the line with (-5/3) slope. It can
be seen that for the high frequency increment, the power declines rapidly. The slope
in this interval is steeper than the (-5/3). The power spectrum decreases rapidly
from energy containing range to the dissipation range. It indicates that, although
more than one frequency occurs in the wake region for both cases, the transition
to turbulence wake does not occur yet. Similar conclusion can be found in [66].
Additionally, the slope in the high-frequency interval for Re = 500 is closer to (5/3) slope when compared to the slope of Re = 400. It implies that more chaotic
and wider range of size of vortex occurs for Re = 500. To some extend, it verifies
the report by Achenbach [2] that turbulence starts to develop in the wake region for
flow past a sphere when the Reynolds number exceeds 800.
The pressure coefficient Cp on the surface of the sphere is calculated and plotted against the azimuthal angle in Figure 38 for Re=500. The same averaging
method for Cp as in Section 5.4 is applied in this case. The result is compared with
the result from Bagchi et al. [4]. It shows that Cp is almost overlapped with the
reference result after θ = 40◦ . However, the Cp at θ < 40◦ is lower than the results
in [4]. The same reasons which are discussed in the previous Section 5.5 can be
applied for this discrepancy. Overall, the Cp obtained in the present study agrees
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Figure 38: The distribution of pressure coefficient around the surface of a sphere
according to azimuthal angle for flow over a sphere at Re=500; compared with the
result reported by Bagchi et al. [4].
very well with the result from [4].
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5.8

Summary

To verify the accuracy of the NFT MPDATA solver, a series of simulations of flow
past a sphere for moderate Reynolds numbers are performed. The numerical results
are compared with both numerical and experimental data from the literature.
The simulation starts with Re = 200 which gives a steady axis-symmetric flow.
The force coefficients: drag coefficient, side force coefficients, and pressure coefficient
are calculated. The results are all in good agreement with those presented in the
literature. Statistics for separation angle and length of recirculation bubble are
measured and consistent with the data obtained from previous studies. The visualizations of streamlines, velocity contours and the data obtained above all indicate
that the flow is axis-symmetric and steady state in three-dimensions. All flow patterns confirm the previous numerical and experimental results [17, 44, 80, 129, 136].
As the Reynolds number increases to 300, the flow becomes unsteady and starts to
shed periodically from the side of the sphere. In this regime, the vortex loop (hairpin
structure) starts to shed from the sphere and the flow becomes planar symmetric.
The numerical results in terms of force coefficients around the sphere, including
drag coefficient, side force coefficients and pressure coefficient and their frequencies are computed and are in good agreement with those reported in the literature.
In order to have a clear identification of the vortex structure in the wake region,
a three-dimensional visualization method based on Q-method [52] is implemented.
The resulting 3D vortex structure shows that the flow is planar symmetric in some
planes. A series of vortex shedding for every quarter of a complete period Φ is also
presented, demonstrating the shedding process and the development of the hairpin
structure. The streamlines on the symmetric and the perpendicular planes to it are
drawn and agree well with the findings in the literature.
It is documented in [136] that the flow becomes more chaotic and the planar
symmetry is lost between Re = 350 to 450. A numerical simulation from Mittal
[77] shows that the flow loses its planar symmetry for Re=400 while Sakamoto and
Haniu [103] report results from a rectangular water channel which indicate that
the symmetry plane is still maintained in this Reynolds number regime. The time
history of drag coefficient on the surface of the sphere shows that the vortex shedding
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has an irregular pattern. Moreover, the time history of side force coefficients and the
frequency study of the probe points both indicate that the static symmetry plane
is no longer maintained in this simulation for Re = 400. The Strouhal number
obtained from the power spectrum of velocity at the probe points agrees well with
the results reported in the literature [66, 103, 136]. In order to further investigate the
shedding mechanism and the vortex structure, the λ2 method is applied to identify
the vortex cone. The resulting three-dimensional vortex structures confirm that the
planar symmetry is lost in this study for Reynolds number above 400.
The simulation for Reynolds number of 500 demonstrates a more chaotic and
irregular wake flow. The results show that the symmetric pattern is rotated irregularly. The frequency studies of the time history of velocity in the near wake show
that there exist two frequencies, a higher frequency and a lower frequency. The existence of lower frequency confirms the findings in the literature. The visualization
of vortex structures for every quarter of two periods reveals that the lower frequency
maybe related to the irregular rotation of separation angle. A similar topology of a
vortex is found in the literature [78, 136]. The comparison of the power spectrum
of velocity with the (-5/3) slopes implies that, although more chaotic and irregular
pattern occurs in the wake region, the wake flow is still laminar. The forces coefficients on the surface of the sphere are also computed and shown to be in line with
the previous experimental and numerical results [15, 17, 138].
In conclusion, for all the moderate Reynolds number selected in this chapter,
the numerical results agree well with those in the literature. This indicates that our
solver performs very well for this flow regime. In the next chapter, the solver will
be applied to higher Reynolds number for which the wake flow becomes turbulent.
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6
6.1

Incompressible flow past a sphere at Re=5000
A review of selected subgrid-scale models for the large
eddy simulation

As defined by Reynolds (1990) [97], the main purpose of Large eddy simulation
(LES) is "to compute the three-dimensional, time-dependent details of the largest
scales of motion (those responsible for the primary transport) using a simple model
for the smaller scales. LES is intended to be useful in the study of turbulence
dynamics at high Re, in the development of turbulence models and for predicting
flows of technical interest in demanding complex situations where simpler model
approaches are inadequate". LES was a subject of active research during the last
few decades, with several associated subgrid-scale models gaining in popularity. LES
approach was successfully implemented for a range of geometrical configurations and
flow regimes. eg. [10, 90, 141].
Smagorinsky model [108] is one of the most famous models in LES. In this
model, the subgrid-scale stress is approximated by the rate of strain of the resolved flow [139]. However, the major drawback of Smagorinsky model is that the
Smagorinsky constant Csgs is used universally across the whole computational domain. Germano et al. (1991) [38] pointed out that the Smagorinsky model presents
an inaccurate growth rate of the initial perturbations because of the over damping
of resolved structures. This leads to inaccuracies in presenting the subgrid-scale
behavior in some specific regions, such as the near-wall region and the transitional
region. Further, no backscatter of energy flow is predicted in this model. However,
Piomelli et at. (1991) [89] illustrated that backscatter occurred in approximately
half of the computational points. This was significant especially in the near-wall
and transitional regions because incorrect prediction of energy flows in the universal
direction will cause an inaccurate development of perturbations.
Piomelli et al. (1990) [91] presented a modified Smagorinsky model aiming
to reduce these errors to some extent. In [91], the residual stress and subgridscale dissipation are analyzed by using the DNS Database. The behavior of energy
flow between the large scales and small scales was observed to be quite different
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in transitional flows and turbulent flows. In the transitional flow, backscatter was
detected during the transition. The amount of backward energy was significant in
the considerable regions of the computational domain. In order to reduce this error,
a modified Smagorinsky model was presented. It is based on scaling the model
stress in some specific regions. The authors achieved this goal through multiplying
the Smagorinsky constant by a factor which depends on the distance from the wall.
The results showed that, although non-zero residual stress was predicted even in the
laminar region, the value of model stress was sharply reduced. This leads to the
better performance in comparison with the original Smagorinsky model. However,
the modified model is still unable to predict the backscatter behavior of the energy.
Another approach was proposed by Germano et al. (1991) [38]. They alleviated many of the disadvantages mentioned earlier by introducing a dynamic method
to calculate the Smagorinsky constant.The authors firstly applied two different filters, the test filter, and the grid filter, to the whole computational domain. By
applying these two filters into the Navier-Stokes equations, two different subgridscale stress terms can be derived from the filtered Navier- Stokes equations. The
difference between these two stress terms can be related to the resolved turbulent
stress. Next, the Smagorinsky model was applied to approximate the subgrid-scale
stresses corresponding to both filters. Because the Smagorinsky constant assumed
to be identical for both subgrid-scale stresses, the turbulent stress can be expressed
using the same local Smagorinsky constant multiplied by the difference of strain
rate tensor resulting from two filters. As these two subgrid-scale stresses are both
resolved, the Smagorinsky constant can be derived as the function of stress tensors and resolved turbulent stresses. This local Smagorinsky constant depends on
temporal and the spatial location. Consequently, it can describe the instantaneous
state of the flow at specific time and location. In their paper, the authors compared
the Dynamic Smagorinsky model with DNS database and Smagorinsky model. The
ratio of the test filter widths and the grid filter widths which is denoted by α is
chosen to be α = 34 , α = 87 , α = 2 for the turbulent and transitional case in a channel
flow to analyze the sensitivity of the simulations to α. The results showed that
dissipation is correlated with α. When α = 2, the best prediction of subgrid-scale
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shear stress and dissipation was achieved. However, α was found to have little influence on predicting the wall stresses, mean velocity and rms velocity. Overall, the
Dynamic Smagorinsky model performed well when predicting the flow statistics for
turbulent and transitional channel flow.
In the Dynamic Smagorinsky model, there are some significant improvements
compared to the original Smagorinsky model. Firstly, Smagorinsky constant vanishes at the solid wall or in a laminar region. It makes the dynamic model more
realistic as no more dissipation will be predicted in these regions. Secondly, the
subgrid-scale stress is proportional to the cube of the distance to the wall regardless of the kind of filters used. Therefore, no damping function should be applied.
Furthermore, because the Smagorinsky constant is dynamic, the contribution of the
model will be reduced in the near wall region and transitional region, which makes
the model more accurate. Thirdly, the direction of the energy flow can be backward
from the subgrid-scales to the resolved scales.
In summary, Germano et al. (1991) [38] presented a dynamic approach for
the estimation of Smagorinsky constant (Csgs ). In general, the model is based on
the specific form of the subgrid-scale term in the filtered Navier-Stokes equations.
When applying two different length scale filters into the equations, this term will
associate two resolved filter stresses (turbulence stresses) and the modelled subgridscale stress together, allowing the local Smagorinsky constant to be derived.

Although, the dynamic Smagorinsky model is successful, there are some shortcomings in this model. Firstly, the Smagorinsky constant is determined by five
independent equations. Therefore, the Smagorinsky constant is over-determined in
this system, which may lead to computational instabilities [70]. Secondly, the model
is mathematically inconsistent: the Smagorinsky constant is the function of location
and time. However, in dynamic Smagorinsky model, the coefficient was taken out
of the filter as if it were a constant. This inconsistency changed the system from
integral equations to algebraic equations [41]. Thirdly, the Dynamic Smagorinsky
model can only be applied to homogenous flows, namely, flows with at least one
homogeneous direction. Subsequently, computational instability may occur when
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the model is applied to inhomogeneous flows.
In order to reduce the over-determination error, an approach which is based
on modifying the Dynamic Smagorinsky model was provided by Lilly (1992) [70].
The author applied a least square approach to evaluate the value of Csgs . The error
(Q) between the resolved turbulence stresses and the modelled subgrid-scale stress is
derived first. By setting

∂Q
∂Csgs

= 0, the local Smagorinsky constant which minimizes

the error can be derived. This modification tends to correct the over-determined
problem and can avoid extreme value in the calculation of Csgs . However, Csgs
changes rapidly when it is not averaged in a homogeneous direction. It still leads to
the computational instability. A statistical analysis was carried out in [70] to find
out the cause of this instability. The author showed that the fluctuation of Csgs is
influenced inversely by the number of degrees of freedom. The study [70] implied
that averaging in specific homogeneous directions is still needed in this model to
maintain the computational stability.
Ghosal et al. (1994) [41] provided another approach, the dynamic localization model which is based on the dynamic Smagorinsky model to overcome these
three drawbacks. The authors firstly focused on the inconsistency in the Dynamic
Smagorsinky model. The error between the resolved turbulence stresses and modelled subgrid-stress is derived as Lilly (1992) [70] did. However, there is a difference
between these two approaches. In [41], the Smagorinsky coefficient (Csgs ) is a function of location and time. It is expressed as an integral equation of the error term.
In Lilly’s approach, the Csgs was taken out as a constant so that it is expressed
as an algebraic equations of the error term. Mathematically, the approach in [41]
is more accurate because no variable is neglected. In [41], the authors successfully
changed the expression of Csgs into the Euler-Lagrange equation which can minimize
the error term. Although using this procedure, the inconsistency is corrected, the
computational instability still exist because of the existence of negative eddy viscosity. To alleviate this error, a constraint (Csgs ≤ 0) is added in to minimization of
the Euler-Lagrange equation. In this procedure, the model is mathematically stable
for inhomogeneous flows. However, the backscatter still cannot be predicted which
results in the inaccuracy in describing the perturbations process (Piomelli, 1992)
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[89]. In order to correct this error, the Csgs should be allowed to be either positive
or negative. In [41], a modified model (Dynamic Localization model) was proposed
to ensure that eddy viscosity is positive and Csgs can have either sign. The authors
achieved this goal by including the subgrid-scale kinetic energy into the viscosity
model. Two test cases were introduced to examine the performance of this model.
The first one was a simple case of an isotropic turbulent flow. The authors attempted to simulate an experimental case that was proposed by Comte-Bellot and
Corrsin (1971) [23]. This experiment is forcing an air through a grid to have an
isotropic turbulence behind the grid. The results showed that the Dynamic localization model provided a good agreement with the experimental data. When the
model was turned off in the solver, the result became poor and even could not reach
the steady state. This implied that the model has a strong effect on this test case.
The second test case was a flow over backward-facing steps at Reynolds number
28000. The location of reattachment, recirculation region and recovery region had
been accurately predicted and matched the experimental data. The velocity profile
and turbulent intensity were both in a good agreement with experimental statistic.
However, this model required a high resolution grid which could fully resolve all flow
motion near the boundary. That means this model would be costly when applied to
complex geometry or flow at high Reynolds numbers.
Ghosal [39] (1996) proposed a formal method to examine the computational
errors in a fully turbulent flow and showed that:
1. The aliasing error is large compared to the power spectrum of sub gird term.
This error decreases slower than the discretization errors at low wavenumbers.
Moreover, the increase of the accuracy of the scheme leads to the increase of
aliasing error.
2. The discretization error is found to be larger than the subgrid term in the
second-order scheme. Although the error decreases as the order of scheme
becomes higher, the significant value of the error still exists even in the eightorder scheme.
3. The error can be controlled by applying a grid width that is smaller than a
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filter width and a high-order scheme. But this would lead to an extremely
high computational cost.
The author also demonstrated that the truncation error has the same order of magnitude as the subgrid-scale force. Consequently, it is possible to implement a numerical
algorithm in which the truncation error can serve as the subgrid-scale model. The
implicit LES models are based on this idea.
Grinstein (2007) et al. [43] illustrated that the basic idea of implicit LES is to
"represent the effects of the unresolved dynamics by regularizing the larger scales
of the flow. Such regularization may be based on physical reasoning resulting from
an ab initio scale separation or on numerical constraints that enforce the preservation of monotonicity or, more generally, ensure non-oscillatory solutions". The
implicit LES can predict a relatively good result by using the specific class of numerical algorithm such as, for example, some of the non-oscillatory finite volume
methods. Indeed, Implicit LES have been successfully implemented and used in
engineering and astrophysics [45, 61, 74]. Because the SGS term is no longer modelled by a specific model, the implicit LES naturally has the advantage of lower
computational cost and the ease of numerical implementation comparing to other
turbulence models. To reveal the mathematical foundation and to make this model
more comprehensive, Grinstein et.al did the following investigations. In [43], they
proposed an algebraic analysis using the modified equation analyses (MEA) method
to compare the truncation error in MPDATA with the finite volume SGS stress.
There are two significant differences between the expression of the finite volume
SGS terms and truncation terms. The SGS stress is symmetric in the off-diagonal
components while the truncation terms are not. Moreover, the second derivative
of velocity with regard to dimension appears in truncation terms. But in the SGS
terms, there only is the first derivative of velocity. However, all of the expressions
either in SGS terms or truncation terms are quadratic in mesh spacing. Furthermore, by energy analysis, [43] reveals that the truncation error in MPDATA can be
separated into two parts. The first part is similar to the Clark model which was
introduced by Clark et al. [22]. The second part is similar to a tensor version of
the standard Smagorsinky model. As a consequence, the MPDATA truncation error
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can be regarded as a mixed LES model.

6.2

Test case specification

For the incompressible flow over a sphere at Re=5000, the simulation is carried out
by considering an outer boundary of a computational domain as a cube with the
size of Lx × Ly × Lz = 20D × 20D × 20D. The sphere with diameter d = 1D is
located in the centre of the domain. No slip boundaries condition are assumed on
the sphere surface. For the inflow and outflow boundaries, similarly to the moderate
Reynolds number cases, a uniform velocity of u = 1, v = 0, w = 0 is imposed. Freeslip boundary condition is applied for the rest of the boundaries. The kinematic
viscosity ν is set to be 0.0002, yielding Re = 5000 in all considered test cases in this
chapter.
The hybrid mesh used in the test cases is generated using a similar strategy
as in Chapter 5. The first part of the mesh consists of a fully tetrahedral mesh
generated from the outer cube to 1.5D distance away from the centre. This part of
the mesh is generated using Gambit [3]. As the Reynolds number increases, a finer
resolution near the solid boundary is required. In order to obtain a more regular
and more controllable mesh near the sphere, a prismatic mesh is generated near
the sphere. The prismatic layers are defined between two spherical surfaces with
radia of 1.5D and 1.0D. The stretching function (136) with parameters P=1.72 and
Q=2.0 is used to obtain gradually stretching prismatic layers in the direction that is
normal to the wall. The resulting prismatic mesh consists of 24 layers with a growth
rate of layer thickness equal to 1.15. The distance of the first layer above the wall is
0.0093. Assuming the shear velocity uτ = 0.04U∞ , and following the estimation of
Constantinescu and Squires [25] and equation (104), the non-dimensional distance
(in wall unit) of the first layer can be computed as y1+ = 1.86. It is widely suggested
that, for flow over a sphere, the first point above the wall should be placed within
a wall unit with the growth rate of mesh spacing in the normal direction less than
1.06. Dombard [31] investigated the sensitivity of the stretching ratio of a mesh
near the boundary and the impact of the distance of the first point above the solid
wall applying LES solver. The author concluded that the first grid space has a
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strong impact on the mean velocity field and skin friction while the influence of the
stretching ratio is not significant. In order to investigate the influence of the mesh
resolution in the boundary layer on the flow statistic, a mesh with a finer resolution
in the prismatic area is generated. For the finer mesh, 26 layers with P=1.82 and
Q=2.0 are generated from the original tetrahedron mesh toward the sphere surface.
The resulting first point above the wall is located at y + = 0.98. However, limited by
the computational resources, a similar mean growth rate as that used in the coarser
mesh which is around 1.16, is applied in this mesh. The average size of mesh cells
on the surface of the sphere in both meshes is 0.023. The total number of points
in the coarser mesh is 770331 while the finer one has 777506 points. A highlight of
prismatic mesh layers for the coarser mesh is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: A highlight of prismatic mesh layers near the sphere surface.
The filtered Navier-Stokes equations (19) are solved using the NFT MPDATA
solver, subject to the initial and boundary conditions. The kinematic viscosity ν is
set to be 2 × 10−4 , yielding Re = 5000. Similarly to the previous study, an absorber
that attenuates the solution towards free stream velocities is used near the the inlet
and the outlet boundaries. No preconditioner in the Poisson equations solver is
applied. The potential flow is solved for initiation. The non-dimensional time step
is set to be 1 × 10−3 for the coarser mesh while it is equal to 2.5 × 10−4 for the finer
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mesh. All the simulations are run for T = 60.
In this chapter, three different SGS models: the standard Smagorinsky model
with Van Driest damping, Sigma model and DES with Spalart-Allmaras model are
applied to account for the SGS stress. These models are all tested using the coarse
mesh while the DES model is selected as a turbulence model that is tested using the
finer mesh. For convenience, the DES with coarse mesh is denoted as DES1 while
the one with finer mesh is denoted as DES2.

6.3

Results and Discussion

The time history of drag coefficients for three different models and DES2 for T=30
to 60 and the corresponding power spectrum are shown in Figure 40. The mean
drag coefficient (Cd ) is obtained by taking average over this time interval. The
resulting Cd for DES2, DES1, Standard Smagorinsky model and Sigma model, is
0.527, 0.377, 0.381 and 0.401 respectively. These show that the oscillation frequency
of Cd in this case are much higher than those for the cases with lower Reynolds
numbers. This frequency is mainly due to the occurrence of the instability in the
detached shear layer [25]. Hassanzadeh et al. [46] conducted a numerical experiment
using LES for Re = 5000. The Cd obtained by them is 0.468. Seidl et al. [107]
reported Cd = 0.38 using DNS while Constantinescu and Squires [26] obtained 0.393
using DES. An experimental result from Lofquist and Purtell [71] is Cd = 0.52.
Overall, the results from coarse mesh cases agree very well with those presented
in the literature. Although CdDES2 is higher than average, it is still reasonable in
comparison to the experimental result [71]. The frequency of Cd is shown in Figure
40(b). It shows that the characteristic frequencies obtained in the test cases using
coarse mesh is 0.132, 0.131 and 0.166 for DES1, Smgorinsky and Sigma respectively,
yielding StDES1 = 0.132, StSmg = 0.131, StSig = 0.166. These results are lower
than the mean value from the previous studies. On the other hand, the dominant
frequency obtained from DES2 agrees well with the numerical and experimental
results [25, 26, 46, 59, 85]. It seems the use of finer mesh highly improves the result,
which indicates that the resolution near the wall has a strong effect on the vortex
shedding mechanism from the sphere.
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Figure 40: The time history of drag coefficients for four different cases and its
corresponding power spectrum.
.
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To further investigate the impact of the resolution near the wall on the results, two force coefficients, the mean pressure coefficient Cp and mean friction force
coefficient (Cf ) are computed for different models and resolutions. For all of the coefficients, the mean values are achieved by averaging according to different azimuthal
angle and averaging over at least 6 shedding cycles. The resulting Cp is drawn in
Figure 41. The angular position for minimum Cp obtained from the DES2 agrees

Figure 41: Mean pressure coefficients around the sphere surface at Re=5000.
well with the values reported in the literature. Interestingly, the Cp obtained from
the three models are almost identical. The only obvious gap between them occurs in
the rear stationary point on the sphere surface. The Sigma model predicts a slightly
higher Cp than the other two models. The angular level (θp ) for minimum Cp for all
of the models using coarser mesh is approximately at 79◦ . A significant difference in
θp for minimum Cp between the coarse mesh cases and the finer one can be observed
in this figure. For DES2, the position of minimum Cp moves forward, locating it at
about 73◦ . According to the DNS results obtained from Seidl et al. [107], θp = 71◦
while according to another DNS computation conducted by Rodríguez et al. [100]
is θp = 72◦ . Constantinescu and Squires [26] reported θp = 72◦ for Re=100002 .
The experimental result for Re = 50000 obtained by Bakić [5] is θp ≈ 72◦ . Overall,
the θp predicted by DES2 agrees very well with the numerical and experimental re2

Note that flow characteristics near the sphere for Re=5000, Re=10000 and Re=50000 are
expected to be similar
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sult. There is no obvious difference between the predictions using different models.
A significant improvement of θp is achieved by placing the first layer off the wall
within y + = 1. However, the mean growth ratio in the mesh spacing in the normal
direction in DES2 is similar to the DES1. Therefore, these results may indicate that
the height of the first layer above the wall has a strong effect on the mean force.
This conclusion agrees well with the report of Dombard and Iaccarino [31].
Another force coefficient on the surface of the sphere, the friction coefficient is
computed using the expression
Cf =

τw
1
ρ U 2 Re−1
2 ∞ ∞

(124)

where τw is the wall shear, ρ∞ is the ambient density and U∞ is the ambient velocity.
The wall shear τw is approximated using
τw ≈ µ

uT
,
y1

(125)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, uT is the tangential velocity at the first point above
the wall, y1 is the distance between the first point off-wall to the wall. The mean
friction coefficient is computed according to different azimuthal angle. That is, the
friction coefficient is first calculated at every point on the sphere surface using the
expression above. After that, the points that belong to the same azimuthal angle
are accumulated and then averaged. The resulting mean friction coefficients (Cf ) for
four different cases are illustrated in Figure 42. For the cases that used the coarser
mesh, the Cf from three different models are almost identical. The only difference
occurs at about θf = 76◦ where the Cf obtained from Sigma model is slightly lower
than those from the other two. All three models predict that the angular position
for the maximum Cf is around θf = 74◦ while the result from DES2 is θf = 54◦ .
Seidl et al. [107] obtained θf = 50◦ using DNS while Constantinescu and Squires
[26] reported θf = 55◦ for Re=10000. An experimental data from Bakić [5] gives
θf ≈ 56◦ for Re=50000. Similarly to the conclusions for Cp , the prediction from
DES2 agrees very well with the experimental and numerical results in terms of θf
while all the positions of θf predicted on a coarser mesh are delayed. This result
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again confirms the report of Dombard and Iaccarino [31] that the height of the first
layer, which is different in coarser mesh and finer mesh, has an impact on mean flow
statistic.

Figure 42: Mean friction coefficients around the sphere surface at Re=5000.
The separation angle of the laminar boundary layer is determined by the forces
acting on the surface of the sphere. In order to investigate the effect of the models
and the meshes, the separation angle (θs ) is analyzed. Here, the separation angle is
measured by searching for the first point above the sphere surface that has an inverse
mean tangential velocity. For the coarser mesh cases, all the separation occurs at
about 115◦ while DES2 predicts θs = [88◦ , 89◦ ]. Seidl et al. [107] obtained θs = 89.5◦
while Rodríguez Pérez et al. [100] reported θs = 89◦ . Overall, although θs predicted
for cases run on the coarse mesh have all delayed the separation position, the result
obtained from DES2 in the present study agrees very well with the literature.
Figure 43 shows the distribution of the time-averaged velocity component
< u/U∞ >. The figures in the left column illustrate the velocity contours of timeaveraged velocity component < u/U∞ > while the right column provides the corresponding streamlines. The domains shown in these figures are a sub-zone of the
original computational domain, ranging from −1.0 to −3.0 in the x-direction and
from −0.8 to 0.8 in the y-direction. The velocity contour plots consist of 14 contours
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ranging from -0.4 to 1.0. The results from DES2 are placed in the first panel, working
as a reference result to the other three test cases. The dashed line in the left column
is firstly pointed at the location of the minimum velocity in DES2. After that, the
dashed line is extended vertically to the other three panels in order to compare the
position of different minimum velocities. On the other hand, the dashed line in the
right column is firstly placed at the saddle point of the recirculation bubbles. Similarly to the one in the left column, the line is then extended vertically to highlight
the difference in terms of the recirculation bubble length. For the velocity contours,
the minimum velocity in the recirculation region for DES2, DES1, Smagorinsky and
Sigma model is -0.37, -0.35, -0.30 and -0.35 respectively. Hassanzadeh et al. [46]
quoted from the literature and summarized results of the minimum value of velocity
component u behind the sphere for sub-critical Reynolds numbers. They range from
−0.35 to −0.46 while the result obtained in [46] is −0.30. Overall, the predictions
obtained from all the test cases in the present study agree well with the literature.
The distributions of time-averaged stream-wise velocity component < u/U∞ >
along the centre-line for all cases are drawn in Figure 44. For comparison, the
experimental results obtained in [85] for a flow past a sphere at Re=10000 are
plotted in the same figure. Among the computational results, the location of the
minimum u for DES2 is slightly downstream when compared to the other three
cases. On the other hand, the experimental minimum u obtained in [85] is further
downstream when compared to the results from DES2. The minimum u obtained in
DES2 agrees well with the experimental result. In the recirculation region (where
< u/U∞ >≤ 0), the Smagorinsky model predicts the highest value in comparison
to the other models using the same mesh. The predictions from DES2 are overall
lower than those obtained from the other three cases. The experimental results are
lower than all the numerical results in the recirculation region after x/D = 0.85.
However, the major discrepancy in these results is the width of the contours in
the transverse direction. It is clear that the contours (except for the outermost
level) extended from the sphere growing wider in the sweep direction, ranging from
−0.57D to 0.57D in the DES2 simulation. While the results for the rest of the
cases range between −0.5D to 0.5D. This difference is due to the position of the
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Figure 43: Distribution of mean statistic: The left-hand-side shows the contours
of time-averaged velocity component < u/U∞ > and the right-hand-side is the
projection of streamlines of the time-averaged velocity component < u/U∞ >.
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Figure 44: Distribution of time-averaged velocity component < u/U∞ > along the
centre-line behind the sphere at Re=5000, in comparison with experimental result
[85]
separation point. The delay of the boundary layer separation narrows the width of
the wake region and compresses the length of the recirculation bubbles. Indeed, it
can be seen in the right column of Figure 43 that the length of the recirculation
bubbles in the DES2 simulation is longer than that for other cases. The upper focus
of the recirculation in DES2 is located at x = 0.59, y = 0.29 while the corresponding
positions for the other three test cases are all about x = 0.60, y = 0.25. The length
of the recirculation bubble is 0.74 for DES2 while shorter lengths are detected for the
rest of test cases (0.65 for DES1 and 0.67 for Sigma and 0.66 for LES. Therefore, the
length of the recirculation bubble is larger using a finer resolution mesh. However, all
the predictions from the present study are found to be below average in comparison
to the literature. (Numerical simulations by Hassanzadeh et al. [46] reported 1.84
at Re=5000 and simulation by Constantinescu and Squires [25] reported 1.7 at
Re=10000 while experimental result from Ozgoren et al. [85] is 1.15). Rodríguez et
al. [100] postulated that one of the reasons for the different length of recirculation
bubbles may be due to the integration time used in the simulation. The author
quoted that T=50 was used in the previous DNS study [107] and T=140 was used
in their study. However, limited by the computational resource, the non-dimensional
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time in the present study is only T=30. Hence, it is possible that the recirculation
bubbles in the present study will still grow in size.
To investigate the vortical structure behind the sphere, the instantaneous outof-plane vorticity and the three-dimensional visualization of the vortex are drawn.
Figure 45 shows the instantaneous out-of-plane vorticity ωz in plane Z = 0 for all
test cases. It can be seen that a range of different scales of the vortex is shed from
the side of the sphere and the rear of the sphere for all the test cases. In order to
have a better comparison with the results reported in the literature, the contours
are constructed following the same set up as in Constantinescu and Squires [26],
which is using 12 levels with an increment of 1.74. In DES2, the detached shear
layer is formed from the side of the sphere and becomes unstable because of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The shear layer then travels further downstream and
break into small segments of vortices. These vortices rolls up, pairing with each
other and interact with the outer flow. Bakić and Perić [6] showed experimentally
a clear pattern of the breakdown of the detached shear layer and the vortex pairing
into a larger size of the vortex in the separation area. Numerically, Constantinescu
and Squires [25] proposed that this pairing mechanism can be identified by looking
at the development of patches of positive and negative vorticity through time. In
our result, a snapshot of the pairing process can be observed in the vorticity plots.
For example, the detached shear layer in the lower half of the domain in DES2,
DES1 and the detached shear layer in upper half of the domain for Sigma results.
A similar topology of flow structure near the sphere and in the wake region
can be found in the previous numerical results at similar Reynolds number from
the literature [25, 26, 59, 107]. However, a significant difference between the present
result and the reference result from Constantinescu and Squires [26] lies in the length
of the detached shear layer. In their result, the detached shear layer remains laminar
until x/D = 1.0 (measured from the centre of the sphere) and then undergoes a
transition to turbulence. In the present result, the detached shear layer becomes
unstable and breaks down near x/D = 0.5 to 0.6 for all cases. This earlier breakdown
compared to the literature may be one of the reasons for the compressed growth of
the recirculation bubbles, which leads to the shorter recirculation bubbles.
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Figure 45: Instantaneous out-of-plane vorticity ωz in x-y plane for all test cases at
Re=5000.
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The three-dimensional structures of the wake flow are also presented using the
Q-method proposed by Jeong and Hussain [52]. As the pattern of the flow structure
is similar for all the cases, DES2 is selected to represent the results. Figure 46 shows
the iso-surface of Q value for DES2 and illustrates that a large number of vortex
rings exists in the wake region. The large-scale vortex in the wake region consists
of several smaller scale vortex rings, which are topologically similar to the finding
of Rodriguez et al. [99]. These vortical structures and shedding mechanism have a
significant difference with those obtained for Re = 500 (Figure 35). A wider range
of scales of vortices, irregular rotation of vortex rings and a larger number of vortex
rings are detected in this case. This indicates a higher frequency of vortex shedding
mode and a more complex interaction between different scales of vortexes in the
near wake. Figure 47 provides an enlargement of the shedded vortexes presented in
Figure 46. It shows that the detached shear layer breaks down into rings right after
their generation from the separation point. They then travel downstream and form
vortex tubes behind the sphere. A similar vortex tubes formation is documented
in Kim and Choi’s paper [59]. It also agrees well with the experimental result of
Sakamoto and Haniu [102] for the sub-critical Reynolds number.

6.4

Summary

A flow past a sphere at Re = 5000 is simulated using the NFT MPDATA solver with
three different turbulence models (Detach Eddy Simulation with Spalart-Allmaras
model, standard Smagorinsky with Van Driest damping function and Sigma model).
In order to investigate the impact of mesh resolution in the boundary layer, two
meshes with different resolutions near the sphere surface are employed and tested
using DES solver.
For all the statistics that are compared in this chapter, the results obtained
from the finer mesh case show a significant advantage over the ones obtained on the
coarser mesh. For the finer mesh case, the mean flow statistics, such as, the mean
drag coefficient, angular position of minimum pressure coefficient and maximum
friction coefficient, separation angle and minimum stream-wise velocity in DES2 all
agree well with those in the literature. Although the length of recirculation bubble
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Figure 46: Identification of three-dimensional vortex structure using Q-method [52].

(a)

(b)

Figure 47: A highlight of the three-dimensional vortex ring shedding from the surface
of the sphere. The three-dimensional vortex structures are identified using Q-method
[52].
from mean velocity field is below average in comparison to previous results, the
topology structure of pairing vortices in the shear layer, vortex tubes formation and
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vortex ring in the wake flow are in good agreement with the literature.
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7

Parallelization

Based on the numerical methodology introduced in the previous chapters, there
are various of different possibilities of implementation available. To validate and
compare those implementations, intensive experiments are required, which implies
the necessity of a more efficient way of verification and evaluation. This could be
achieved by parallel implementation of the new flow solver. In this chapter, the
parallelism has been implemented. The parallel solver is tested through multiple
experiments, and its performance is measured.
Two common application programing interfaces (APIs) for parallelization are
the Open-Multi-Processing (OpenMP) and message-passing library interface (MPI).
OpenMP is a specification that provides compiler directive and functions for shared
memory model. The strength of OpenMP is its simplicity of implementation. In
particular, it can be implemented directly from a serial code for a loop-level parallelization [11]. However, it is reported that OpenMP cannot satisfy the parallelized
flow solver applications that have a large number of the partitions limited by its
shared memory architecture [83]. On the other hand, MPI is a library specification for message passing on a distributed memory based model instead of a shared
memory model. An MPI program can be run on a numbers of processors with essential data being exchanged between them. In general, the basic idea of MPI is to
divide the original problem into several subproblems and solve them simultaneously
on multiprocessors. Although applying distributed memory can increase the complexity and difficulties of coding, it allows for easy porting and adapting of codes
on multi-platforms [14]. In this way, it can bypass the limitations of the shared
memory model. In this section, an implementation of the parallel NFT MPDATA
solver using MPI functions is illustrated in the following steps:
• Preprocessing for unstructured meshes with edge based data structure
• An implementation of parallel code
• Performance
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7.1

Preprocessing for unstructured meshes with edge based
data structure

7.1.1

Domain Decomposition

Domain decomposition is one of the key elements of parallel computing. Typically,
the computational domain needs to be split into differently shaped sub-domains
as a part of the preprocessing procedure. Each sub-domain contains one of the
partitions of the original domain and overlapped regions shared with the adjoining
sub-domains. The overlapped region is treated as a special type of boundary. The
values of variables in points located inside the overlapped regions need to be updated
before the calculation of the inner region can proceed. Figure 48 illustrates a simple
example of sub-domains Ω1 and Ω2 which have been decomposed from Ω and their
corresponding overlapped regions.

Figure 48: An example of a cuboidal domain decomposed into two identical subdomains with the halo points respectively.

In the example illustrated in Figures 48, a cuboidally shaped computational
domain is spilt into two blocks Ω1 and Ω2 . The interface between these two subdomains is denoted by the area that is defined by a blue dashed line and is shown
on the left-hand-side of Figure 48. The overlapped region is indicated as the grey
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dashed block. The points which are in the overlapped region are defined as halos.
After domain decomposition, the resulting internal points together with the halo
points are regarded as an individual sub-domain and assigned to different processors. Each processor will solve the equations of interest on these sets of data points
simultaneously. The information obtained in the neighbouring sub-domains is propagated to the sub-domain by exchanging data using overlapped regions. The details
of exchanging process will be illustrated in Section 7.1.2.

Figure 49: An example of simple partition of a two-dimensional unstructured mesh.
(a) An overall view of simple decomposition used for testing, the partition surrounded by redline and boundaries is one of the four domains. (b) A closer view of
the partition in the prismatic mesh near the solid boundary.
The implementation of the parallel solver is firstly tested for two-dimensional
cases on a Cartesian mesh. After that an unstructured mesh is generated for testing
the correctness of the parallel version of the solver. For the development purpose, a
simple domain decomposition has been firstly applied which divides the original domain into four equal areas, using line x = 0 ,y = 0. The resulting four sub-domains
are tested using four cores. The parallel run should give an identical result as the
sequential run using the original mesh. The mesh used at this stage is presented
in Figure 49. The red-lines denote the boundaries of the left bottom sub-domain
between partitions. Finally, for all the presented test cases, the METIS [57] is used
as a library to decompose the meshes. The new parallel flow solver is then run on
the resulting sub-domains which are of arbitrary shape and the performance of the
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parallelled code can be evaluated.

7.1.2

Halos in the edge-based data structures for unstructured meshes

The communication operations are accomplished through updating the data stored
in the halo points. Figure 50 illustrates the principle of data exchange. Ω1 and Ω2

Figure 50: An illustration of message exchange process using single halo.

denote two sub-domains after decomposition. Black circles denote the inner data
points while red circles indicate the halo points. The dashed line block including
inner data points and halos is treated as one domain and assigned to an individual
0

processor. Halo i which is indicated by a blue arrow is a ’shadow’ point of inner
0

point i in Ω2 . Moreover, point i contains the same mesh information as point i.
0

After decomposition, point i is allocated to sub-domain Ω2 and point i which is a
copy of point i is assigned to sub-domain Ω. During the data exchange process, the
0

values of scalars stored in halo point i will be updated using values of scalars stored
in point i. To avoid ambiguity, all inner points that have a corresponding halo point
e.g. point i are denoted as boundary inner points.
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Figure 51: An illustration of message exchange process using double layer halos.

The halos in a traditional Cartesian mesh can be easily identified using the
indexes of points because the mesh points are arranged regularly. However, it is
more complicated to define halos for unstructured meshes. There are several difficulties in identifying halos in unstructured meshes: 1) The location of halos for each
sub-domain is not clear. In contrast to Cartesian meshes, unstructured or hybrid
meshes contain various shapes of cells hence it is impossible to define the halos by
observation especially in 3D. Instead, a program for detecting halos automatically
have to be implemented. 2) The adjoining sub-domains are not trivial when the subdomains are of arbitrary shape. 3) The indexes of mesh points inside a sub-domain
are not continuous after decomposition. It is inconvenient to do loop within subdomains before a re-arrangement of indexes. Therefore, a algorithm for reordering
of point indexes is needed. Consequently, the data points that belong to the same
sub-domain have to be reordered locally.

Instead of a classic one layer halos structure similar to that shown in Figure
50, the implementation of parallelization here uses double layer halos for data exchange. For the partition for processor 1 in Figure 50, the first layer halo is denoted
as a red circle in Figure 51 while an extra layer of halos is identified and marked
by the blue circles. The reasons for using two layers halos are dictated by benefits
arising when computing the second-order derivatives. As illustrated in Section 3.2, a
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derivative at a point is calculated by accumulating fluxes estimated in the middle of
adjoining edges. The fluxes are evaluated using the variable stored at the two endpoints of edges. Therefore, to calculate a derivative at a point, all information from
surrounding endpoints of connecting edges to this point is needed. The second-order
derivatives are computed by repeating the same procedure as that for computing
first-order derivatives. The single layer halos architecture will need an extra data
exchange process to accomplish the calculation for second-order derivatives.
As shown in Figure 50, the first-order derivatives at red circles can be incorrectly computed as a part of the surrounding points is missing due to the split of
the domain. The accumulation process is incomplete for the red circle points. However, the correct values of first-order derivatives at red circles are needed in order to
compute the second-order derivatives at the points linked to the halos (marked as
black circles). Therefore, a data exchange process is required after the estimation
of the first-order derivative. This procedure can be simplified by using the double layer halos. Figure 51 shows a model of an individual sub-domain with double
layer halos which are marked as red and blue circles. After the computation of
first-order derivatives, the result at red circles remains correct because the values
stored at the point denoted by blue circles offer the missing information required
from the surrounding points. As a result, the second-order derivatives at black circles are correctly computed without establishing a communication operation. The
difference between these two approaches is that the first case provides the essential information for the calculation by exchanging data, while the second approach
stores extra information in advance. Hence, the latter can save the time needed for
communications. By using this two layer halos, extra storage of memory is required
for the second layer of halos. Furthermore, the overlapped region becomes thicker
hence the size of message that needs to be exchanged is also increased. However,
it is easier to implement the MPI code using the two layer halos and more efficient
when solving the Poisson equation.

For instance, the algorithm identifying halos can be summarized in the following steps:
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1: Identify inner points and interfaces between sub-domains.
2: Identify halos for each of the sub-domain and boundary inner points which are
used to update their corresponding halos
3: Reorder the local data points indexes
4: Package the exchange buffer for each of the sub-domains
In the first step, the whole computational domain is decomposed into subdomains. Sub-domains are flagged using different numbers, after which the same
flag is assigned to their inner data points. The array which stores the flag is
if lagp(ip),

(126)

where ip is the index of an arbitrary point. In the original mesh data file, the edge
indexes and two points at the end of edges are stored. This information can be used
to detect the interfaces between the adjoining sub-domains. An edge is identified as
located in the interface between two sub-domains if the pair of nodes that belong
to this edge is marked by different flags.

Before defining the first layer halos for a sub-domain, the points that surround
an inner point are recognized based on the edges data. This information is stored
in an array
ip2p(ip, i).
This array returns the indexes of surrounding points of point ip. The index i indicates the ith neighbour point of point ip. Different from Cartesian meshes where
the number of surrounding points is fixed (4 for two-dimensional mesh and 6 for
three-dimensional mesh), the value of i can vary from point to point for unstructured meshes. Therefore, the total number of points that surround a point have to
be stored. An array N Cp(ip) where ip is the index of a point is assigned to store
this information.
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The first layer halos can be identified by checking the flags of every pair of
adjoining data points. By searching over ip2p of every point, a point that has a
different flag from its neighbour is recognized as a halo point. There are two key aspects of this implementation. Firstly, a point that belongs to the same sub-domain
can be detected as a halo more than once. Figure 52 shows a two-dimensional hybrid
mesh illustrating this situation. By using the searching process above, Point 1 can

Figure 52: An illustration of duplication when searching the halo points.

be detected twice as halos for sub-domain 1. This duplication can lead to a communication error or an increasing the message size of an exchange process. Therefore,
it is essential to avoid defining the same point as first layer halos more than once.
Another consideration is that, a point can be recognized as a halo that belongs
to more than one sub-domain in an unstructured mesh. In this implementation, a
two-dimensional array is assigned for storing this information
Ωi = ihalop1(ip, ith ),
where Ωi is the flag of sub-domain Ωi that halo ip belongs to, ip is the index of a
point and ith indicates that Ωi is the ith sub-domain which recognizes ip as a first
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layer of halos.
Based on the similar strategy, the searching for the second layer of halos is implemented. The difference between the search for the first and second layer of halos
comes from the constrains. A second-layer halo should satisfy the following conditions:
1: It is a neighbour points of a first layer halo.
2: It is not a first layer halo which needs to receive messages from the same
neighbour.
3: It is not a duplicate of a second halo
By searching for all the neighbour points of the first layer halos using the constraints
above, the second layer of halos can be identified.

The resulting mesh data files for every individual sub-domain contain the inner points, the first and second layer of halos and their corresponding edges. In a
particular sub-domain, the indexes of these points and edges are stored in an arbitrary order. The discontinuous point and edge indexes in a sub-domain introduce
extra difficulties for doing loops and applying boundary conditions. In order to remedy this, a reordering algorithm is implemented. The local indexes of data points
and edges within each sub-domain are generated according to the order of original
indexes. The internal points, first-layer halos and second-layer halos are stored in
different blocks in the mesh file. The points that need to be sent and received are
outputted as part of the mesh data at the end of the mesh file. The reason that
theses points are stored explicitly is the feature of MPI communication. The time
spent on executing a communication operation is not negligible in comparison with
the time required for data transfer. To split a set of data and transfer each of them
instead of transferring this data once as a whole can highly reduce the efficiency of
an MPI code. In order to reduce the times of executing communication passing,
these halos and boundary inner points within a sub-domain are packed and sent
together as a buffer. In this case, the values of variables at these points can be
easily selected when executing communications. For a Cartesian mesh, it is unnec130
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essary to predefine the halos and their destinations as they are clear. However, the
locations of halos and destinations of sending and receiving messages to/from need
to be defined for an unstructured mesh. Therefore an extra algorithm for packing
messages of sending and receiving address of points for every sub-domain is implemented. The key idea of this process is that a message from a boundary inner point
can be sent more than once to different destinations. At the same time, halos can
only receive data from one destination. In addition, the number of sending and
receiving addresses of points can vary. After the preprocessing described in this
section, a list which consists of points from which data need to be received from and
sent to various destinations is outputted as a part of the mesh information for each
sub-domain.

7.2

Implementation of parallel solver

After the preprocessing procedures, the whole computational domain can be decomposed into several sub-domains with individual meshes. Each of the meshes
contains information about inner points and the overlapped regions that need to be
used for message passing. The communication between different sub-domains is accomplished by using the points in this overlapped region. For clarity, some standard
functions of MPI library applied in this implementation are documented here.

Point to point communication is one of the most important implementations
of a communication method in MPI. An MPI function using point to point basis enables a "send" or "receive" operation between two individual processors. Two typical
functions of a point to point based communication are MPI_Send and MPI_Recv
which send/receive messages to/from processors. Another important type of an operation is a collective communication. The collective function allows communication
among all processors, such as, broadcasting a message to, or collecting messages from
all processors. In order to implement the parallelled solver, all the computations
depending on the value of variables at the neighbouring points should execute a
data exchange after a calculation is finished. One of the difficulties occurred in the
implementation of the GCR subroutine of the Poisson equation solver [95]. Recall
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the integration pseudo code for the Poisson solver in Section 3.5:
1: For any initial guess φ0 , set r0 =L(φ0 ) − R, p0 = P −1 (r0 )
2: For it=1,2,...until convergence do
3: For i=1,2...k-1 do
hri L(pi )i
a: β = − hL(pi )L(pi )i ,
b: φi+1 = φi + βpi ,
c: ri+1 = ri + βL(pi ),
d: exit if |ri+1 | ≤ constraints,
e: qi = P −1 (ri+1 ),
f: evaluate L(q)
g: ∀l=0,i αl = −
h: pi+1 = q +

hL(q)L(pl )i
,
hL(pl )L(pl )i

Pi

l=0

α l pl ,

i: L(pi+1 ) = L(q) +

Pi

l=0

αl L(pl )

end do,
4: reset [φ, r, p, L(p)]k to [φ, r, p, L(p)]0 ,
end do.
Executing a dot product e.g. step 3a and step 3g requires a summation across all
mesh points. As the whole domain has been decomposed into various sub-domains,
the global information is not available inside each individual sub-domain. Therefore,
a communication operation that collects information from all sub-domains based on
collective functions is implemented here. The sums of the value of scalars at points
in the whole domain are calculated and broadcast to each sub-domain at the end
of step 2a and step 2g. Additionally, a point to point communication is needed
after the Laplace operator L is computed. A nonblocking point to point function is
executed here. The reasons for using a nonblocking type of functions are that they
can avoid deadlock during the data exchange process. Deadlock describes a situation
that two or more processors are locked forever waiting for each other. In particular,
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when the blocking communications are executed using MPI_Sent or MPI_Recv,
the communication cannot be finished before the message which is sent has been
received by its destination. If two sub-domains Ω1 , Ω2 need to exchange data from
each other e.g. sending and receiving message from each other, the deadlock can
occur when both two sub-domains execute send operations first. The send buffer
from Ω1 cannot be copied and received by Ω2 because Ω2 has the same situation,
hence the operations for both Ω1 and Ω2 are hanged. This deadlock can be avoided
by defining a ’direction’ of sending/receiving messages. For example, the dead-block
of Ω1 and Ω2 can be resolved by defining a send to/receive from direction from Ω1
to Ω2 first. After that, the data can be transferred in the reverse direction. For the
decomposition that has homogeneous directions, the communication can be designed
by specifying one communication direction at one time and repeated during the same
step until all the directions are exhausted. However, it is difficult to use the same
principle when the decomposition is irregular. In our case, as the fully unstructured
or hybrid meshes are used, the shapes of sub-domains are irregular, which means
that the number and direction of adjoining sub-domains are uncertain. By using
the nonblocking point to point functions, the send call can return without the send
buffer being copied and received by the destination, therefore it is not necessary to
define a communication direction. Hence, nonblocking send and receive functions
(MPI_ISend and MPI_IRecv), are implemented instead of the blocking ones.

7.3

Performance

Although the parallel version of solver is implemented for both two-dimensional
and three-dimensional cases, the performance of the solver is measured using twodimensional meshes in order to save the computational time. In particular, the
performance of the parallel NFT MPDATA solver is measured for two meshes with
different problem sizes and halos–internal points ratio (halos ratio). The solver is ran
on a high performance computer system (HPC), the HYDRA, which has 2460-cores
64-bit Intel Xeon CPUs connected by infiniband high-speed, low-latency network.
There are two different architectures of nodes providing 12 cores and 20 cores per
node in the HYDRA system. The type of nodes can be specified when running
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the code. In order to provide a comparable result, the 20-cores nodes are specified
through all the test cases. The solver is firstly ran on a single core on the original
mesh to provide reference CPU times. After that the original mesh is decomposed
using METIS into several sub-domains and tested on HPC with more than two
nodes. The speedup versus number of cores, the efficiency of MPI code and the
influence of halos ratio will be investigated in this section.

In this study, the METIS library is applied to perform the partitioning. Specifically, the graph partition command ’−gpmetis’ with complier flag ’−contig’ is specified to ensure the resulting sub-domains are contiguous.

To measure the performance of the MPI solver, the speedup ratio and the
parallel efficiency are introduced. The definition of a speedup ratio is formulated
following [32] as
S=

T1
,
TN

(127)

where S is the speedup, T1 is the CPU time of the solver ran on a single core and TN
is the CPU time of solver ran on N cores. In general, the speedup can be affected
by the percentage of serial code in the whole solver and the size of the overlapped
area.
The efficiency describes the performance of an MPI code on a single core which can
be expressed as
E=

S
T1
=
.
N
N TN

(128)

A two-dimensional mesh with a geometry of a square surrounding a cylindrical void is considered. The circle is located in the centre (x = 0.0, y = 0.0) of the
domain. The outer boundary is a square of the size 90D × 20D. An uniform flow
with velocity components u = 1, v = 0 is assumed at the inlet and outlet boundary.
Non-slip boundary condition is imposed on the solid cylinder surface. For the rest of
the boundaries, free-slip condition is applied. The normal derivatives of residuals of
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Figure 53: Speedup versus the number of partitions ran in one node and two nodes.
pressure are assumed to be zero on all boundaries. The flow inside the computational
domain is initiated by assuming free stream values of velocity i.e. u = 1, v = 0. No
pre-conditioner in the Poisson equations solver is applied. An unstructured mesh is
generated, resulting in 22524 and 66522 of grid points and edges respectively The
two-dimensional incompressible isothermal Navier-Stokes equations are solved. The
Reynolds number is set to be 200 for all the test cases.

The mesh is decomposed using various scale factors such as 60 and 70. When
the number of cores is smaller than 20, the data is exchanged locally. However, the
speed of exchanging data can be limited by the speed of a bandwidth when the number of cores is greater than 20. In order to investigate the influence of a bandwidth,
test cases that ran on one and two nodes with same number of cores are investigated.
The number of cores is initially set to be 2. These two cores are assigned within one
node to simulate the case when exchange process is executed locally. After that,
these two cores are assigned to two different nodes to test the case when message
exchanging using network. Then the same arrangement is applied to cases with the
number of cores increased by increment of 2 up to 20. Figure 53 illustrates the relationship between the number of cores and the speedup ratio of the same application
ran on one and two nodes. The blue line is the speedup ratio of applications that
ran on one node while the red line represents the two nodes cases. Figure 53 shows
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Figure 54: Speedup versus the number of cores.
that the performances for these two different arrangements are similar. In general,
the speedup indicated by the blue line is slightly more stable than that marked by
the red line especially between number of cores 15 and 20. This may due to the
fluctuation of speed of transferring data. The speed of bandwidth between nodes
maybe affected by the usage of HPC leading to the unstable speedup ratio. The
reason why these two arrangements can have similar performance could be due to
the small size of messages. As the bandwidth is not fully occupied, messages can be
transferred without being bounded by the upper limit of bandwidth. Therefore, a
transfer of data through bandwidth can have a similar speed as a local transfer.

The same mesh is used for estimating the speedup ratio according to the
number of cores. All the test cases were ran with more than 2 nodes and up to 96
cores. Figure 54 shows the speedup ratio according to the number of cores used.
The blue solid line is the speedup ratio according to different number of cores. The
red dashed line is the ideal speedup ratio with a slope of 0.9 which is increased
according to the increasing usage of a number of cores. As illustrated in Figure
54, the speedup ratio is almost overlapped with the ideal speedup ratio when the
number of cores is less than 24. It indicates that the MPI code gains a speedup
ratio by the factor of 0.9 with an increasing number of cores. However, the slope of
speedup ratio starts to decrease when a number of cores is greater or equal to 24.
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Figure 55: Average number of halos versus number of internal points within a subdomain.
The speedup ratio peaks at the number of cores equal to 84. After that, the slope
of blue line remains the same. It shows that the number of optimal partitions that
can be assigned to this problem size is approximately 84, yielding a speedup ratio
of 42.5. No further speedup can be expected when the number of cores increases.
The reason why the speedup ratio does not increase as expected may be due to the
growth of percentage of number of halos (halos ratio) which is defined as
rhalos =

k
Nin
,
k
Nhalo

(129)

k
k
where Nin
is the number of internal points within partition k, while Nhalo
is the

number of halo points in partition k. rhalos shows the percentage of the halos in a
sub-domain hence it can describe the amount of data that needs to be transferred to
adjoining sub-domains. As shown in Figure 55, the halos ratio keeps going up with
the increasing number of cores. It reaches approximately 50% when the number
of cores equals to 96. The time spent on sending messages to a neighbouring subdomain already has an impact on the calculation time within a sub-domain. Another
reason for the speedup ratio trend is that the maximum speedup ratio is bounded
by the portion of sequential code which cannot be parallelized. The Amdahl’s law
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Figure 56: The parallel efficiency of MPI code versus various number of cores.
defines the upper bound of speedup ratio according to the portion of sequential code,
S(N ) ≤

1
1
≤ ,
α + (1 − α)/P
α

(130)

where S(N ) is the maximum speedup that is achievable for code N , α is the percentage of sequential code and P is the number of partitions. Equation (130) shows
that the upper limit of the speedup ratio is

1
.
α

For example, a code that contains

10% of serial operations can expect a maximum 10 times speedup. In our case,
despite the rise of halos ratio, the maximum 42 times speedup yields α ≈ 2%.

Another statistic to analyze the performance of an MPI code is the parallel efficiency described by equation (128). Figure 56 shows the parallel efficiency changes
according to the number of cores. Ideally, the parallel efficiency should be constant
no matter how many cores are assigned. The red line in Figure 56 shows the ideal
efficiency according to the raise of cores number. However, the parallel efficiency
of this case descends as the number of cores increase. Similarly, the increasing of
halos ratio increase the ratio of time spent on messages exchange hence reduce the
efficiency of parallelization for an individual sub-domain.

In order to further investigate the performance of the MPI solver and the im138
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Figure 57: Halo ratios for two different meshes.
pact of halos ratio, a mesh with a larger number of points was generated to provide
a lower halos ratio at the same number of partitions. This mesh (mesh2) contains
43923 points and 131063 edges which approximately doubles the size of the first
mesh (mesh1). A similar arrangement of the tests as that adopted for mesh1 is
applied for mesh2. Figure 57 compares the halos ratio for both meshes. It shows
that the halo ratios for both meshes are almost overlapped when the number of
cores is less than 6. The two halo ratios start to separate and the gap between them
increases as the number of cores increases. The maximum halos ratio of for mesh2
is 0.37 when the number of cores equals to 96. In conclusion, it shows that mesh1
has a higher or an equal halos ratio than that of mesh2 for any number of cores.

To measure the performances obtained from runs on both meshes, the speedup
ratio and parallel efficiency are evaluated. Figure 58 shows the comparison of a
speedup ratio between mesh1 and mesh2. The red dashed line denotes the ideal
speed up ratio. It can be seen that the speedup of mesh2 (green line) nearly overlaps the line for mesh1 for cores number less then 20. After that, the speedup ratio
for mesh2 steadily increases until the number of cores equals to 50. Then the trend
of increasing begins to slow down. However, the slope of speedup ratio keeps positive through the whole range of test cases performed on mesh2. The speedup ratio
obtained on mesh1 peaked at 84. The parallel performance using mesh2 is closer to
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Figure 58: Speedup versus the number of cores for the flow solver using two meshes.
The red dashed line represents the ideal speedup ratio.
the ideal speedup ratio. This indicates a better performance of the MPI code for
large size problems.

Figure 59: The parallel efficiency of MPI code using two meshes (mesh1 and mesh2)
versus various number of cores.
The parallel efficiency obtained using mesh2 against mesh1 is demonstrated in
Figure 59. The function of efficiency remains smooth for any number of cores for the
calculation using mesh1 when the number of cores is small but some fluctuation can
be observed for mesh2. Figure 59 also shows that the parallel efficiency for mesh1
(blue line) is slightly higher than that for mesh2 (green line) when the number of
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cores is smaller than 36. After that, the computation using mesh2 performs better
than those on mesh1. This is expected because the halos ratio for mesh2 is smaller
than for mesh1, for the same number of cores. Therefore, the percentage of time
spent on data exchange over the whole computational time on mesh2 is lower than
that on mesh1. The effect of time required for a data exchange on mesh2 is relativity
smaller than for mesh1. Consequently, the parallel efficiency obtained on mesh2 is
overall closer to the ideal efficiency.
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8

Conclusions and future work

This work contributes new developments of the NFT MPDATA class of solvers and
extends their capabilities to engineering flows. This is accomplished by adopting
unstructured and hybrid meshes which permit simulations involving complex geometries which are essential for practical engineering problems and by providing
means for simulation of turbulent flows. Specifically, the integration of the governing PDEs for such flow is facilitated by LES-type and DES-type strategies.
In preparation for the turbulent modelling work the option for laminar flows
was thoroughly studied. This thesis documents the first methodical and in-depth
investigation of the NFT MPDATA solvers operating on unstructured meshes for
flows past obstacles. The NFT MPDATA solver has been successfully validated
in the cases of a viscous flow past a sphere at moderate Reynolds numbers, e.g.
Re=200, 300, 400, 500, using a hybrid mesh. In this selected regime of Reynolds
numbers, a transition from a steady state (Re<400) to an unsteady state (Re>=400)
in the wake region occurred. The flow is characterized by the changes in the flow
properties on the surface of the sphere and the pattern of vortex shedding in the wake
flow. Mean statistics are calculated and compared with the results from literature
to verify the accuracy of NFT MPDATA’s prediction of flow statistics. Furthermore, two- and three-dimensional visualizations of the flow structure are generated
to validate the changes of the wake flows. The topology structures of the vortexes
are in good agreement with previous numerical and experimental results. Overall, the qualitative and quantitative results demonstrated the accuracy of the NFT
MPDATA solver for flow problems in the laminar regime.
Furthermore, development of the capability to simulate engineering turbulent
flows using LES and LES-RANS hybrid methods for the NFT MPDATA solver have
been documented. For LES, two subgrid scale models, the classic Smagorinsky model
with a typical wall treatment and the Sigma model, are implemented. Meanwhile, a
hybrid LES-RANS strategy, e.g. DES, is developed in the solver. The accuracy of the
new NFT MPDATA solver for simulating wall-bounded turbulent flow is validated
using a test case of flow over a sphere at Re=5000, where the flow involves laminar
separation and a turbulent wake. Two hybrid meshes with different resolutions in the
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boundary layer region are generated to investigate the impact of the mesh resolution
in the boundary layer. The comparison between the results from the test case with
two resolution meshes shows that the case with higher resolution outperforms all
the cases with lower resolution. Flow statistics from the mean flow and the threedimensional demonstration of the vortex shedding pattern, obtained from the fine
mesh test case, are both in good agreement with those in the literature.
Although the preliminary validation of the new developments conducted in
this work produced a very promising outcome, the testing stage of the development
identified many areas which would merit further investigation. However, it also
becomes apparent that in order to be able to progress the validation studies further
and to provide a practical tool for engineering computations, the new software needs
to become more efficient. To speed up the solver, a parallel version of the solver is
implemented using a distributed memory model.
In order to speed up the NFT MPDATA solver, an MPI-based implementation
of the parallel NFT MPDATA solver for two- and three-dimensional configurations
with structured/unstructured/hybrid meshes is presented. The parallel version of
the solver is tested on a cluster of workstations for a test case of a viscous flow over
a cylinder, using various numbers of cores, on two hybrid meshes with a higher and
a lower spatial resolution. The performance of the parallel solver is evaluated by
calculating the speedup ratio and parallel efficiency. A maximum 50 times speedup
is obtained from the present study using a hybrid mesh which consists of 66522
points when assigning the problem to 96 cores. The comparison between the results
from two meshes implies that the speedup ratio and parallel efficiency will improve
when solving the problem with a mesh that contains a larger number of points.
The parallel implementation of the solver will allow for further implementation
options proposed in this work to be studied further especially for higher Reynolds
numbers. In particular, it is recommended to investigate various SGS models on finer
meshes near solid boundaries and to consider extending the computational domain
to investigate the potential impact of blocking and the attenuation parameter used
by absorbing boundaries, especially at the outlet. Further study should also check
whether filtering and cut off for the high aspect ratio cells near the solid boundary
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need to be modified by comparison with an assumption that the dual cells in the
unstructured mesh which are part of computational domains are approximately
regular. Such regularity is ensured at the mesh generation level when a smooth
transition in the mesh spacing is prescribed.
The proposed methodology uncommonly uses collocated arrangement for all
flow variables and a uniform evaluation of differential operators throughout the
scheme without any artificial stabilisation. Such arrangement is highly desirable
both from the accuracy and efficiency point of view especially in the context of
unstructured meshes. While it has been proven successful in a range of stratified
flows studies its effect for the viscous engineering flows needs to be assessed further.
In particular, it is anticipated that an introduction of a stabilisation term into
the evaluation of viscous terms may have a positive effect on the growth of the
recirculation bubbles. The current implementation of the differential operators used
by viscous terms is similar to using an average of two central differences and is not
able to damp high-frequency modes. Finally, for high Reynolds numbers, there is
a substantial potential of using ILES with an appropriate treatment of boundary
conditions for shear flows. The work lays foundations for such an investigation.
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A

Typical methods for estimating the initial value
of y +

The non-dimensional distance y + is required when using van Driest damping and
wall function. Recall the definition of y + :
y+ =

yuτ
v

The value of y + in a specific node can be updated according to the instantaneous
uτ . In particular, the instantaneous uτ can be computed by the local instantaneous
or average velocity according to definition (105). However, the initial value of y +
remains unclear and has to be prescribed in advance. In the following section, methods designed to decide the initial value of y + are presented.

A.1

Method 1
y+ =

δd
13

L · Re 14 ·

√

74

(131)

where δd is the distance from the wall. L is the characteristic length of the flow and
Re is the Reynolds number. This relation is derived from flow over flat plate and
therefore is suitable for external cases [65].

A.2

Method 2

The wall shear can be defined as
1
τw = Cf ρU 2
2

(132)

where Cf is the friction coefficient. By using the relation (105), the problem to
decide initial value of y + can now transfer to estimating the initial value of Cf . The
value of Cf can be roughly calculated using two different formulations depending on
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whether the flow is internal or external
internal: Cf = 0.079 · Re−0.25

(133)

external: Cf = 0.058 · Re−0.2

(134)

Applying same input to equation (131) and (134) gives a similar estimation of y + .
More formulation for Cf can be found on [1].

B

Stretching function

A stretching function [33] is documented in this section. This function is applied in
the mesh generation for achieving a gradually decreased in size prismatic mesh near
the solid boundaries.

For an arbitrary one dimensional coordinate system ϕ, a stretching function
can be illustrated as follows: Assume an arbitrary line in ϕ, shown in Figure 60. ϕB
and ϕE represent the ends of the line while ϕM denotes a point that belongs to the
line. We can define a normalized variable ϕ∗ in this system as

Figure 60: Line of coordinate ϕ

ϕ∗ =

ϕM − ϕB
,
ϕE − ϕB

(135)
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Figure 61: An example of using a stretching function
where 0 ≤ ϕ∗ ≤ 1.
The stretching function [33] applied in this work can be written as
tanh[Q(1 − ϕ∗ )]
,
s = P ϕ + (1 − P ) 1 −
tanh Q
!

∗

(136)

where Q is the damping factor which controls the degree of non-linearity of s. The
smaller value of Q leads to the more non-linearity of s. The effect of using stretching
procedures for a two-dimensional Cartesian mesh which contains 10 layers in vertical
direction are selected as an example and shown in Figure 61.
In the first step, a normalized variable in the vertical direction is generated as
ηi =

i
,
L

(137)

where i = 1, 2...10 denotes index of the layer level starting from the bottom of the
domain, L = 10 is the number of total layers. After that, the distribution of the
mesh in vertical direction can be specified by computing s according to formula
(135)
!

tanh[Q(1 − ηi )]
si = P ∗ ηi + (1 − P ) 1 −
.
tanh Q

(138)
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Figure 62: The effects of using one dimensional stretching function in the vertical
direction with different values of P, left hand side P=0.2 and Q=2.0; right hand side
P=1.7 and Q =2.0
Finally, the location of vertical location of ith layer is defined as
yi = si ∗ H + y0 ,

(139)

where H is the length of the domain in the vertical direction, y0 is the vertical
coordinate of the bottom of the domain. By changing constant P and Q, the distribution can be altered. Figure 62 shows an example of two-dimension structured
mesh using the stretching function with different values of P.

C

Algorithm for halos searching

DO ip =1 , npoin
DO i =1 , nsubdomain
ihalop1 ( ip , i ) =0

! ihalop1 ( ip , i ) is the array to store the ith

sub - domain that point ip should be sent to , ip is regard as a
first layer halo .
ENDDO
ENDDO

DO ip =1 , npoin ! loop over points
DO i =1 , NCp ( ip ) ! loop over all the surrounding points of

ip

iflag1 = iflagp ( ip ) ! the flag of sub - domain which ip belongs to
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iflag2 = iflagp ( ip2p ( ip , i ) ) ! the flag of sub - domain which ith
surrounding point of ip belongs to
IF ( iflag1 . ne . iflag2 ) THEN
IF ( NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) . eq . 0) THEN
! if the array ihalop1 is empty , add flag if lag2 directly into array
ihalop1
NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) = NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) +1
ihalop1 ( ip , NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) ) = iflag2

ELSE
itemp101 =0 ! temporary flag to record the duplication check
IF ( NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) . gt . npppx ) THEN
write (* ,*) ’ increase nppp , the number of partition ’ ,
&

’ that a first halo point belongs to ’

STOP
ENDIF

DO j =1 , NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) ! to avoid duplicated sub - domain , find
if there is a same flag before
IF ( iflag2 . eq . ihalop1 ( ip , j ) ) THEN
itemp101 =1 ! it is a duplicated sub - domain
ENDIF
ENDDO

IF ( itemp101 . eq . 0) THEN
! if the point is not a duplicated sub - domain , then add it into
first layer halo .
NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) = NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) +1
ihalop1 ( ip , NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) ) = iflag2
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
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! Search for the second layer of halos
DO ip =1 , npoin
IF ( NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip ) . ne . 0) THEN ! it is a first layer halo
DO j =1 , NCnew_haloflag1 ( ip )
iflag_thisP = ihalop1 ( ip , j )
DO k =1 , NCp ( ip )
ipp = ip2p ( ip , k )
IF ( iflagp ( ipp ) . eq . iflag_thisP ) THEN
! if k th neighbour point and ip are in the same subdomain
goto 102 ! jump to the end of if k loop
ENDIF

IF ( NCnew_haloflag1 ( ipp ) . ne . 0) THEN
! if k th neighbour point has the same destination as a first layer
halo with ip
DO m =1 , NCnew_haloflag1 ( ipp )
IF ( ihalop1 ( ipp , m ) . eq . iflag_thisP ) THEN
goto 102 ! jump to the end of if k loop
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDIF

IF ( NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp ) . ne . 0) THEN
! if k th neighbour point has the same destination as a second layer
of halo with ip
DO m =1 , NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp )
IF ( ihalop2 ( ipp , m ) . eq . iflag_thisP ) THEN
goto 102 ! jump to the end of if k loop
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDIF

IF ( NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp ) . gt . npppx ) THEN
write (* ,*) ’ increase nppp , the number of partition ’ ,
&

’ that a second halo point belongs to ’

STOP
ENDIF
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NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp ) = NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp ) +1
ihalop2 ( ipp , NCnew_haloflag2 ( ipp ) ) = iflag_thisP

102

CONTINUE

ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDDO
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